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FACTORS INFLUENCING LEARNWG AND PROBLEM SOLVING

BEHAVIOR IN THE MENTALLY RETARDED

I. General Introduction

In these studies of factors influencing learning and problem solv-
ing behavior in the mentally retarded several groups of retardates
were placed in various situations where their learning or problem
solving behavior could be examined.

In one group of experiments the neurally distinct functions of the
posterior and frontal intrinsic systems involved in learning and prob-
lem solving were examined in connection with a relatively difficult
sequence completion situation and a simpler block assembly problem.
(Both differentiation and intention were involved. ) In another set of
studies educable mentally retarded were confronted with a linear dis-
tance matching task in which the positions of endpoints of the same
interval were systematically varied.

Other studies involved situations in which severely retarded sub-
jects were given an opportunity to solve problems by using either of
two principles in a situation-where two equally valid hypotheses were
available and operative from the start. Then after the problem was
solved, and special test procedures had revealed which principle had
been used, new situations were presented where the previously suc-
cessful hypothesis broke down and had to be disc:arded in favor of the
originally non-chosen alternative, for success. ,

Learning and Problem Solving Behavior

Modification of behavior may be produced by altering singly or
in any combination, genetic antecedents and components; sources of
electromagnetic, mechanical, and chemical outputs involved in the
stimulating situation; signals sent to receptors; the sensing or de-
tecting devices themselves; afferent nerve pathways and other post-

L

transmitting mechanisms (mainly nees and the blood stream);
sensory transmitting media; the central nervous system; post-CNS

ry
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effectors such as muscles and glands; or feedback and feedforward
or anticipatory mechanisms.

Usually, however, only the modification of response tendencies
which is mediated through reorganization of the central nervous sys-
tem is considered learning. Behavior resulting when an organism is
presented with a situation requiring an adjustment or a new series
of actions for goal attainment, also brought about by (involving)
neural changes is problem solving. Both learning and problem solving
involve or require changes in the neural apparatus and differentiation
in such terms is currently difficult, if not impossible. The required
neural changes may take place relatively quickly or quite slowly and
they may be of relatively short duration or approach permanence and
irreversibility; but they must occur.

The crucial role of the central nervous system in learning and
problem solving has been shown by extirpation techniques, eleciro-
encephalographic procedures, histological studies, chemical ap-
proaches, clinical data, split-brain preparations, microelectrode
outcomes, electrically induced spreading depression phenomena, and
computer simulation.

Mental Retardation

The official definition adopted in 1959 by the American Associa-
tion on Mental Deficiency has a statistical or psychometric, rather
than a neuropsychological, orientation and hence is largely service
oriented. This official AAMD definition reads as follows:

"Mental retardation refers to subaverage general intellectual
functioning which originates during the developmental pericl
and is associated with impairment in adaptive behavior" [87j.

Such a psychometric concept of mental retardation, coupled with
social incompetence as a basic criterion, has much practical utility
for the professions providing services for the mentally retarded.
Moreover this concept of mental retardation does not brand the condi-
tion as irreversible [209] and to the extent that it may, rather, lend
itself to realistic hope for change in status within the reasonable pale
of neurology and other remedial disciplines today, it has great value
for the people concerned. To the extent that it may also lend itself
to the early identification of those children needing specialized
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services and training in order to have reasonable success in develop-
ing their limited potentials, it has great value as well [131]. None-
theless psychometric definitions lend themselves more to classifica-
tion and treatment of symptoms than they do to research concerned
with basic causes and ultimate understanding (prediction and control).

A neuropsychological approach to the concept of mental retarda-
tion, on the other hand, ?rovides a logical framework for etiological
research aimed at preventing, reversing, or treating therapeutically
and educationally ale patho-anatomic malformations, the destructive
processes, and the genetic and biochemical disorders that are involved
in mental retardation viewed as a great "constellation of syndromes"
[208]. This approach does not exclude conditions having their gene-
sis beyond the developmental period. Syndromes originating in dis-
ease processes, neurovascular trauma, metabolic disorders, physical
injury, and senescence are probably not rooted in radically divergent
mechanisms in brain physiology or pathology. Rather, the recent
scientific assault upon brain mechanisms can be expected to provide
the basic underlying principles for dealing with the whole constella-
tion of syndromes. We are at present on the threshold of a great new
phase of development of biochemical, genetic, neurophysiological,
and neuropsychological studies of the brain [12, 24, 25, 67, 161, 220,
223, 233].

Whether the approach be psychometric or neuropsychological
mental retardation is probably best thought of as being a matter of
degree. From this point of view retardates as subjects are not re-
garded as qualitatively different from other subjects; they simply are
individuals with a deficit of intellectual function resulting from varied
determinants, but having as a common proximate cause a diminished
efficiency of the central nervous system entailing slower and more
limited intellectual development and poorer environmental adjust-
ments. They are individuals who happen to be available for study in
a given situation, subjects for whom research funds have been made
available, or people who are intrinsically appealing or interesting to
a given investigator. The mentally retarded are thus valid subjects,
not only per se, but for general learning and problem solving research.
Principles derived from learning and problem solving research any-
where apply, and causes may be sought in all domains regardless of
psychometric or service classifications.

The distinction often made (most recently by Zig ler [234])between
the organic and the familial, or cultural-familial, retardate has
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considerable value insofar as it calls attention to the important role
of experiential, motivational, and personality factors in those cases
where there is no demonstrable pathology, but it can be very mis-
leading if it implies that the gemetic antecedents and the central
nervous systems of the familial are "normal" albeit low normal. Thus
Zig ler [234] writes on page 294, "Once one adopts the position that
the familial mental retardate is not defective or pathological but is
essentially a normal individual of low intelligence then the familial
retardate no longer represents a mystery but, rather, is viewed as a
particular manifestation of the general developmental process" and
again, on page 298, "The familial retardate, on the other hand, is
seen as a perfectly normal expression of the population gene pool,
of slower and more limited intellectual development than the indi-
vidual of average intellect. " This position can be stultiiying if it
causes us to quit looking for neural and other causes once the sub-
ject is so labelled.

The so-called organic cases of mental retardation are directly
comparable to the specimens produced by man through extirpation,
chemical, mechanical, vascular, electrical and other techniques in
his experimentation with central nervous systems and serve to help
us better understand the functioning of the central nervous system and
its ancillary mechanisms. In some of these organic cases the modi-
fications in the structural components of behavior with its concomit-
ant deficits in cognitive behavior have been traced to gene aberations,
infections, glandular malfunctioning, chromosomal defects, toxic
agents, and cerebral injury.

It does not follow, however, that where no demonstrable pathol-
ogy is involved there is no organic basis for in a broader and very
real sense all behavior whether it be superior, average, impaired, or
defective has an organic basis involving among other things genetic
components and the central nervous system. Certainly organic does
not signify or require defectiveness or pathology. It can mean just
what it says; that there is an organic or structural basis for the be-
havior. In this sense all retardation (or anything else) is organic.
The advantage of this position is not in its exclusion of research con-
cerned with the experiential, motivational, or personality factors in
the mentally retarded; for it does not involve any such restriction or
prohibition; but rather in its complete awareness of the need for re-
search dealing with "organic" (CNS structure and function, sense
organs, transmitters, feedback mechanisms etc.) as well.

4
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"Cultural-familial" retardate behavior is certainly organically
rooted in the sense that the central nervous system lies at :Its root
though the precise nature of the involvement may be difficult to as-
certain. If this faulty or inadequate central nervous system in turn
is attributed to genetic antecedents and related mechanisms because
of the lack of demonstrable pathology then the question remains as
to the nature of this gene determined behavior, how it operates, and
how it may be modified and controlled.

Studies concerned with the modification of responses through
manipulation of the stimulating situation in and of themselves are
inadequate for complete causal explanations. In learning and prob-
lem solving there must be some modification of the central nervous
system and therefore its role must be understood if we are to have
full knowledge. Indeed some modification in behavior may be rela-
tively simple if we make necessary alterations in the central nervous
system and virtually impossible if we do not. Getting rats [61] or
blowflies [46] to gorge themselves literally to the bursting point is
currently impossible without a lesion of the ventromedial area of the
hypothalamus in the case of the rat and a cutting of the recurrent
nerve or interruption of the ventral cord in the case of the blowfly.

e

Actually studies concerned exclusively with the modification of
response through manipulation of the stimulating situation may or
may not be dealing with learning and problem solving behavior. If
the central nervous system is merely utilized and not altered then
regardless of its degree of participation learning or problem solving
behavior is not under study.

just as studying overt behavior alone will not tell us how brains
function and are metabolized, so chemical, electrical, or histologi-
cal studies alone will not enable us to understand learning and prob-
lem solving. We certainly wouldn't know the composition of computer
components, let alone be able to build such a machine, if all we
knew were the inputs and outputs involved. On the other hand even
if the composition and functions of the various components were
thoroughly understood we could not accurately predict or control out-
comes if we knew nothing of the inputs.

This difficult problem is perhaps best handled by close collabora-
tion between physiologists, neurologists, psychologists, and geneti-
cists, but in the absence of such teamwork psychologists should
select behavior situations where they may be fairly certain that cen-
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tral nervous system alterations are necessary for successful comple-
tion of the tasks utilized leaving determination of the precise nature
of the neural changes involved and how these may be controlled and
facilitated, for the future. Physiologists, geneticists, and neurolo-
gists, for their part, must choose very carefully the pre- and post-
behavioral tasks they employ in studying intervening variables.

The basic problem is to ascertain the essential charact eristics
of slowly developing mentality and the determination of precisely how
such slow mentality evolves in the first place. It is easy to be be-
guiled by the measurement of the intellectual shortcomings of the
mentally retarded and to forget to search for the underlying reasons
for their shortcomings. We should not get lost in the behavioral im-
plications of etiological differences nor become implicated in cross
sectional investigations of how the mentally retarded differ from the
normal in various areas of behavior [17]. As Morrison [156] has
pointed out we should try to ascertain the laws that govern observed
facts.
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II. ROLE OF NEOCORTICAL MECHANISMS IN COGNITIVE BEHAVIOR

Today part of the actual physiological mechanism of memory
appears to have been detected by cytochemical, microphotomeVic,
and electron-microscopic techniques of investigation [13, 97, 158,
159, 160, 195, 207]. The study of the relationship between the base
ratios in the ribosenucleotides in the neurones and the functions of
genetic and psychic memory in the molecules is proceeding inten-
sively in many laboratories. Genetic memory depends upon compli-
mentary recognition of one nucleotide by another via highly specific
hydrogen-bonding. It is specified by nucleotide sequences in the
DNA and is relatively stable from one generation to another. The

base sequence in DNA specifies the base sequence of a class of
RNA termed template or messenger RNA (mRNA) which in turn speci-
fies the sequence of amino acids in protein. Nirenberg [159] asserts
there is no doubt that gene function can be altered temporarily by
environmental factors in reproducible and specific ways, but the
mechanisms which control such alteration have not been fully clari-
fied.

Other physiological mechanisms of the brain may soon be re-
vealed in the inherent biochemical, structural, and functional prop-
erties of the neurones and their electrical activities. Young [233]

has noted the evidence that changes in RNA do occur during learning,
but he also noted that it does not necessarily follow that the changes
in the RNA specifically embody a coded representation of learning in
any direct chemical transformation. The actual storage in memory
takes place by changing the state of cells, i.e. , by closing the un-
needed channels. The occurrence of such changes in the cells and
their channels depends in the first place upon the condition and syn-
thesis of the ribosenucleotides, which may well be altered in turn
with the changes. The underlying mechanism for closing the un-
needed channels has been postulated to be the manufacture or release
of a flood of inhibitor around the pre synaptic junctions of the mnemon-
ic units to be closed; the release of the flood being iriggered by small
specialized cells upon receipt of appropriate signals [233].

It has been proposed for many years that some of the small cells
in the spinal cord have the function of producing an inhibitory chem-
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ical at the presynaptic junctions of certain spinal pathways [51]. It
is now thought this same kind of process has been extended in the
course of evolution into the higher cortical classifying cells that
learn. Young believes the connection between this process of pro-
ducing an inhibitory chemical and RNA metabolism may soon be found
in the special mechanisms of synthesis of needed inhibitor enzymes.

Earlier explanations of the memory process proposed the main-
tenance of nerve impulses in reverberating circuits, as well as plas-
tic changes at synapses, involving swelling, outgrowth, Qt multi-
plication of presynaptic terminals and dendritic networks. But it is
altogether possible that nature has evolved only a single process for
information coding and storage in biology [139], namely, the so-
called holy trinity of DNA, RNA, and protein [71]. The brain may
depend for its learning and memory functions upon modification of
neuronal RNA, but the mechanism for this modification is still to be
determined. The DNA of the chromosomes contained within the nu-
cleus of each neurone can replicate itself. The DNA also passes on
to the RNA a code of information in the chemical form of a specific
sequence of nucleotides making up the nucleic acid molecule. RNA
then moves from the nucleus into the cytoplasm and there presides
over the synthesis of protein molecules, in such a way that a spe-
cific sequence of nucleotides in the RNA molecule becomes translated
into a specific sequence of amino acids in a polypeptide molecule.
The polypeptides are combined into protein molecules of specific
sorts. Perhaps some of these specific sorts of protein molecules
synthesized under the RNA template will be found to be the neural
transmitter substances or hormones responsible for consequent pat-
terns of post-synaptic excitation and inhibition [71]. While it seems
improbable that transmitter hormones, such as acetylcholine and
noradrenaline, are directly involved in the memory coding process
as such, the mechanism by which the nerve impulse activates the in-
nervated structure for liberation of such potent transmitter hormones
must be a function of RNA [194

It has been postulated that fixation of patterns of neural informa-
tion is produced by transduction of modulated frequency in flux in-
puts, i.e., ion flux, from impulses coming into centers over afferent
pathways into specifically structured macromolecules, probably RNA
molecules. Schmitt [198] raised the question as to whether the
electrical energy in the ionic fluxes representing the informational
input from sensory nerve fibres would suffice for the transduction to
specific chen- lal synthesis of RNA molecules as hypothesized.
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Nevertheless, Hyden [100] still affirms his working hypothesis that
changes in the specific base composition of RNA could arise through
ion flux associated with electrical patterns of sensory ana motor ac-
tivities and could persist for a long time. In some of his learning
experiments Hyden [96, 97, 98, 99] discussed a conceptual model
for intraneuronal storage of information, assuming cytoplasmic RNA
with specific base composition to serve this purpose. The RNA
changes found in his experiments show clearly that both the neurone
and its glia collaborate in synthesizing specific RNA fractions during
the learning of a complicated motor and sensory pattern. According
to those experiments, the modulated frequency of nerve impulses
generated in a neurone by a specific stimulation induces a new se-
quence of nucleotide residues along the backbone of the RNA molecule.
When the RNA has thereby been specified, this leads to a specifica-
tion of the protein being formed through the mediation of the messen-
ger RNA. A combination of this specific protein with the complemen-
tary molecule activates the transmitter substance at the points of
contact with the next neurone. This in turn allows the coded informa-
tion to pass on to the next neurone in the network. The protein in
this neurone responds to the same type of electrical pattern whenever
it is repeated because it had once been specified through a modulated
frequency ion flux of the same pattern. Hoagland [89] has pointed out
that the specific RNA and protein are constantly being produced in the
neurone in such quantities that, from a statistical point of view, the
supply of molecules can be estimated to furnish the necessary permu-
tation possibilities to store the memory experiences of a lifetime.

An outstanding characteristic of neurones is their capacity to
produce, among other substances, great amounts of RNA and proteins
[97]. In large mammalian neurones the amount of DNA is only about
8-10 uug per nucleus, but in sharp contrast the amount of cytoplasmic
RNA, the main part of which is ribosomal RNA, reaches values up to
2, 000 uug [100]. It is not yet known whether the main part of all this
ribosomal RNA of the neurone nucleus is an inert but necessary frame-
work of the cell or whether the 'bulk of the ribosomal RNA comprises a
specialized RNA memory storage serving the nervous function [188].

It is here postulated that the available store of memory RNA in
the particular mnemonic networks involved in any given behavior op-
erates by the process of inhibiting or exciting cell channels selec-
tively to shape and integrate behavior. Moreover only certain portions
of the fund of memory functionally involved can appear in conscious
memory at a given moment under the regulation of the mechanism of
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attention, which itself is an expression of the integration taking
place. The delayed appearance of conscious mind and rational will
in infancy may be a function of the slow development of a necessary
and sufficient fund of memory, in addition to the necessary neural
maturation and development of myelinization and dendrites [29].
Flechsig's myelinogenetic law of neural function which holds that
certain types of neurones do not start to function until myelinization
is complete has been widely accepted [38, 216]. However, even
with neural development completed, there is an apparent slowness of
learning in childhood indicating that considerable time is required for
the accumulation of a sufficient number of appropriately intercon-
nected trained memory cells, called mnemons, to integrate certain
behaviors [232, 233]. The classifying cells at many levels are pre-
sumably able to make relatively permanent cumulative mnemonic rec-
ords, subject to interference and forgetting, of those responses to
each type of circumstance which are likely to be good for the organ-
ism during the long developmental period of infancy and early child-
hood. The onset of consciousness of self and of abstract language
skills shape and accelerate this process along unique lines for each
personality. The so-called classifying cells [233] apparently corre-
spond to the cortical "analyzers" discussed by other scientists [137,
166].

It is further suggested that the necessary and sufficient fund of
memory, referred to hereafter as the mnemonic network capability
(MNC), which enables the central nervous system to integrate any
given behavior, be conceived as the insight threshold. The increas-
ingly complex mnemonic network capability requisite for adaptive be-
havior on an ascending scale of phylogenetic behavioral elaboration
(PBE) may similarly be conceived as the insight threshold gradient
(ITG). These concepts are illustrated in the following model: see
Figure 1. It seems evident that an organism very low on the MNC
scale will be below the insight threshold for behavior along consider-
able upper portions of the PBE scale. This accounts theoretically for
the trial-and-error behavior of severely retarded subjects, approach-
ing pure randomness unaffected by relevant cues [10, 148].

In accordance with this theoretical approach, Young [233] postu-
lated that learning consists in the limitation of choice between alter-
natives and the storage of this new pattern of behavior in the appro-
priate mnemonic network. To learn how to train such a learning
mechanism more efficiently, searching experiments must be devised
to study the electrical and chemical patterns of coding and classifying
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signals as brain mechanisms use them to limit choice in behavior.
Educational theory and methodology can only proceed empirically,
with no real scientific basis, until this coding and classifying system
is understood. The physiologist will approach the problem by devis-
ing experiments to determine the biochemical and bioelectrical changes
in the classifying cells at a single occasion of learning. The neuro-
psychologist, on the other hand, will approach the problem opera-
tionally by analyzing behavior on repeated trials on diagnostically-
chosen standard laboratory discrimination tasks to isolate the char-
acteristics of mnemonic network capability on either side of the
insight threshold gradient for such basic standard tasks. Several
discrimination tasks are gaining an established record of particular,
circumscribed, diagnostic function, especially in ablation studies
[150], and in electrical stimulation studies of brain function [205].
It is proposed here that object and spatial discrimination tasks, dis-
crimination reversal tasks, learning-set discrimination tasks, and
tactile, visual, and aural models of these discrimination tasks, on
the one hand, or delayed reaction tasks and double or single alterna-
tion tasks, on the other, be selected diagnostically in order to iso-
late the differential characteristics of mnemonic function in the con-
trasting infra- and supra-threshold categories of performance. The
importance of the frontal lobe and the function of inhibition in delayed
reaction tasks and in discrimination reversal tasks should focus the
attention of experimenters on the exceptional significance of these
particular tasks for this kind of analytic approach [28, 116, 117, 118,
119, 125, 199, 206].

It is recognized, however, that the physiologist is not going to
find all the answers to the coding system for memory in the reduction-
ist approach with the electron microscope [112]. Somehow it will be
necessary to understand a macromolecular coding system for memory
by deciphering an input pattern of electrical activity involving a com-
plex array of neuronal networks and an equally complex output pattern
of electrical activity which integrates the behavior of the organism.
The significance of these patterns of activity of the neurones has
come under investigation in recent years by means of the microelec-
trode, the amplifier, the oscilloscope, and the computer. These
studies indicate that the pattern code may lie in the modulated fre-
quency of the nerve impulses in the mnemonic network. Hence, the
neurophysiologist is concerned not only with the "molecular" question
of synthesis of RNA in the neurones, for example, but also with the
"molar" question of the decoding of electrical activities of the whole
mnemonic system [86]. At this juncture the techniques of neurophysi-
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ology and the techniques of neuropsychology merge into an interdisci-
plinary investigation of the mechanisms of learning and memory [81].
The combination, however, is not likely to overwhelm the obstacles
to operationism, for in dealing with the central nervous system via
its behavioral output all scientists of whatever specialty will en-
counter that puzzling but obvious deviation of behavior from control
by the environmental stimulation [86]. Even more puzzling is the un-
mistakable deviation of behavior of the distractible mentally retarded
subject despite controlled laboratory stimulation. It is a common
feature of attempts to organize experiments with mentally retarded
subjects, especially at the more severe levels of retardation where
research is most needed, to find that the behavioral pattern cannot
be readily or meaningfully controlled by the experimental stimuli.
Whatever activity may be ongoing in the so-called autonomous central
processes apparently completely precludes the integration of relevant
experimental stimulation or focus of attention upon relevant cues in
the experimental problem-solving situations [105].

If experimental stimulation is to result in a modification of func-
tion at the appropriate classifying cells, the excitation produced by
the stimulus must not only be conducted to those cells but must also
dominate a large cortical region of divergent conduction where the
mass ratio of so-called "association" to "sensory" cortex is large.
Conduction from the sensory surface to the cortical projection areas,
of course, is in parallel and straightforward seriatim. This presents
no great difficulty to the experimenter. The same population of units
can be reliably excited, time after time. This follows because the
units which begin together and are simultaneously excited also end
together and reinforce one another's action at the next synaptic sta-
tion in serial order along the afferent pathway toward the cortical pro-
jection area [85, 86]. Upon arrival at the cortex, however, a rela-
tively small sensory projection area cannot possibly dominate a large
region of divergent conduction without some other mechanism to aug-
ment the excitation. The same relative difficulty in domination is true
of the large thalamocortical sectors which comprise the so-balled
"association" areas as well as the other rhinencephalic and basal
gangliar areas that may be involved in higher mental processes [86,
193]. The augmenting or sensitizing mechanism that enables a small
sensory projection area to interact with such a large cortical region
has been described by Lorente de N6 [134]. He described the histo-
logical structure of these cortical regions of divergent conduction as
systems of closed pathways capable of self-maintained activity. Hebb
[84] has called these systems "cell assemblies, " and Lashley [127]
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called them "trace systems. " The relationship of these systems to
the classifying cells or the small specialized signalling cells de-
scribed by Young [233] is not clear. However, in general functional
context the so-called "cell assemblies" and "trace systems" seem
to incorporate the classifying cells and the small specialized cells
as a whole functional system.

Some seventy years ago the model of the brain proposed by
Flechsig [59] described the brain as being composed of receiving
areas (the sensory cortex) which functioned primarily to transmit re-
ceptor events to adjacent areas of so-called "association" cortex.
In the "association" cortex, these sensory neural events were sup-
posedly elaborated and integrated with other neural events before
being transmitted to the motor areas of the cortex serving as the prin-
cipal effector mechanism for all cerebral activity. Recent data ob-
tained by the use of electronic amplifying devices to study neural
events [68] make it necessary to modify this old model considerably.
Some of the more recent anatomical and histological information about
cognitive structures of the brain, actually suggest a new model of the
brain and its mechanism.

Not all of the cerebral mantle has been related to cognitive be-
havior. The medial and basal limbic structures, which have been
related to behavior other than cognitive, do not pass through a six-
layered embryonic stage and have been designated as "allocortex"
or "jwctallocortex. " The dorsolateral portions of the cerebral cortex
that are related to cognitive behavior do pass through a six-layered
embryonic stage and have been designated the "isocortex" [179].

Pribram [173, 174] divides the isocortex into two sectors on the
basis of thalamo-cortical relationships determined by the neurohisto-
logical technique of retrograde degeneration of neurones in the thala-
mus following cortical resection [30, 35, 177]. Rose and Woolsey
[190] provided the key to the two isocortical sectors by dividing the
thalamic nuclei into (1) extrinsic nuclei receiving large tradts of
extra-thalamic efferents and (2) intrinsic nuclei receiving the major
portions of their direct afferents from within the thalamus.

The portions of the cortex labeled as "extrinsic sectors" in the
above system of classification correspond generally to those usually
designated as primary projection areas. Those portions labeled "in-
trinsic" correspond generally to those usually designated as so-called
"association" areas. But Pribram prefers to adhere to the currently
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less loaded terms, "extrinsic" and "intrinsic. " He offers two ana-
tomical techniques which permit approximately the same subdivision
of the isocortex: (1) one derived from cell body stains; and (2) the
second derived from nerve fibre stains [171]. He also offers further
support for this basic classification of the isocortex from electro-
physiological data [120, 185]. This proposed classification of iso-
cortex into extrinsic and intrinsic sectors does not solve all of the
anatomical problems of differential mapping and understanding the
functions of these areas [32]. The evidence is, however, sufficient
to warrant the division of the cerebral isocortex according to whether
its ma4x input derives, via the thalamus, directly from the periphery
or whevier that input is largely intracerebral.

Bell and Magendie's law, which defines sensory in terms of af-
ferents in the dorsal-spinal and motor in terms of efferents in the
ventral-spinal roots, should not be over-generalized to the isocortex.
Input from the extracerebral structures reaches the portions of the
cortex usually referred to as "motor" as well as to those known as
II sensory" areas. Somatic affer nts are distributed to both sides of
the central fissure, reaching the precentral "motor" areas as well as
the postcentral "sensory" areas. This marked overlap of input-
output is not limited to the somatic extrinsic system [173, 174]. A
similar overlap is evident in the neural mechanisms related to the
special senses as well [14, 108, 221]. Because of this afferent-
efferent overlap in the extrinsic system, Pribram has suggested that
the intrinsic areas need not be considered as association centers
upon which pathways from the extrinsic sensory sectors converge to
integrate neural events for motor activation. 'It e extrinsic sectors
must be further investigated before the differences in detail of the
organization and function of the overlapping input to and output from
each neurally distinct extrinsic sector will be understood.

It is well established that neurally distinct portions of the ex-
trinsic isocortex are organized to serve distinct classes of behavior.
Kluver [114] has shown that the monkey deprived of its occipital lobes
reacts visually only to total luminous flux and is deprived of its dif-
ferential reactions to more complex visual events. Lashley [123]
found that a monkey deprived of the precentral cortex reacts only
with grossly organized movements and loses more discretely organ-
ized patterns of movement. Pribram [173, 174] concludes that inva-
sion of the extrinsic cortical sectors results in impairment that may
be characterized as a limit placed on the complexity of possible be-
havior.
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It is apparent that cognitive processes are being inferred opera-
tionally from discriminative and problem-solving behavior in neuro-
psychological experiments. There is a large group of neuropsycho-
logical experiments made on the monkey during the past two decades
to analyze brain mechanisms [150, 154, 172, 178, 180, 182].
Pribram pointed out how these experiments helped to delineate the
organization of the intrinsic cortex in choice behavior. The intrinsic
cortex has been found to have two anatomically distinct intrinsic
sectors; (1) a posterior or parieto-temporo-preoccipital, and (2) an
anterior or frontal. The posterior sector itself may be subdivided in-
to areas, each of which serves a separate sense modality. When the
infero-temporal area of the posterior intrinsic system is invaded by
resection, the animal is unable to make a great variety of visual
choices even though it had learned to make them preoperatively.
Occipito-parietal resections interfere with performance of the som-
esthetic choice problems but not with performance of the visual choice
problems. Converse findings have followed infero-temporal resec-
tions. Bagshaw and Pribram [14] found evidence that the anterior
temporal region functions selectively in taste and olfaction.

The evidence seems conclusive that specific port ons of the
posterior intrinsic sector of the isocortex are related to discrimina-
tive behavior in one or another of the special senses or in somesthe-
sis. It may be concluded, therefore, that cognitive processes are
served not only by modality-specific extrinsic mechanisms but by
modality-specific intrinsic mechanisms as well [17 3, 174].

Completely separate behavior factors have been shown to be re-
lated to the posterior and to the frontal intrinsic sectors. With ref-
erence to the frontal intrinsic sector, Jacobsen [103] has shown an
invariant relationship between lesions of the frontal intrinsic system
of monkey and decrements in performance of delayed reaction prob-
lems. Resections of the frontal intrinsic sector have no effect on the
many other types of choice behavior [173, 174]. Pribram concludes
that any notion of the frontal lobes as a general "higher" Integrative
mechanism is quite untenable.

The effects on choice behavior of frontal intrinsic sector lesions
have been found to extend to a variety of tasks of the delayed reac-
tion type. Resection of the frontal intrinsic sector is known to impair
performance on spatial alternation as well as on non-spatial, visual
object alternation [104, 183, 184]. There is also impairment on
alternation of two patterns of response rate contingent on two
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schedules of reinforcement, the deficiency appearing when the alter-
nation is made dependent on the animal's own prior behavior rather
than on environmental cues. It seems therefore that resections of the
frontal intrinsic sector will impair performance on delayed reaction
tasks whenever a correct choice depends exclusively on transient
events not present at the time the choice is made irrespective of
sensory modality. These experiments highlight the diagnostic value
of double alternation tasks and delayed reaction tasks.

The experimental basis for stating that different cortical areas
serve different functions applies equally to the intrinsic and the ex-
trinsic sectors. Any effect of resection of the intrinsic system may
be duplicated by extensive resection of the extrinsic systems with
additional field effects from the latter. For example, resection of
the intrinsic visual system limits the complexity of the organism's
possible visual behavior but not so much as resection of the extrinsic
visual system or that of the receptor sense organ [173, 174]. Thus,
there is a hierarchical organization of neural systems in vision, and
there are very probably many other hierarchical organizations of iso-
cortical systems serving other categories of behavior. Apparently
functionally separable parts of the isocortex do not necessarily serve
different functions, but rather may serve the same function in hier-
archical fashion.

The old model of cerebral organization in cognitive processes
formulated with the "reflex" as prototype, the so-called transcortical
reflex model, stating that input is organized in the extrinsic "sen-
sory, " elaborated in the intrinsic "associative, " and relayed to the
extrinsic "motor" sectors, has fallen into further doubt with each new
experiment [31, 125, 181, 219]. It is therefore concluded that the
hierarchical organization of extrinsic and intrinsic systems is a bet-
ter model. In this new model, the hierarchical relationship between
intrinsic and extrinsic systems can be attributed to convergence of
efferents of the two systems at subcortical loci, such as the mid-
brain colliculi, posterior and anteromedial hypothalamus, and the
reticular system of the mesencephalon [155, 175, 176]. Whitlock
and Nauta [227] have shown by silver straining techniques that both
the intrinsic and the extrinsic sectors implicated in vision by neuro-
physiological experiments are efferently connected with the superior
colliculus. The output of the intrinsic systems, in this manner, in-
fluences the extrinsic systems and by regulation of the peripheral
sensory mechanism in a centrifugal action influences the input of the
extrinsic systems as well.
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Pribram has recently concentrated his investigations on the in-
trinsic systems of the forebrain (telencephalon), because neuro-
psychological experiments [79, 172] have shown these intrinsic sec-
tors to be especially related to problem-solving processes. He has
described in some detail an intrinsic nuclear group and its projec-
tions on the forebrain for each of the major thalamic subdivisions,
i.e., (1) the posterior intrinsic system, related to the external por-
tion of the thalamus and the dorso-latero-posterior cerebral convex-
ity, and (2) the frontal intrinsic system, related to the internal core
of the thalamus and the fronto-medio-basal areas of the cerebral
hemisphere s .

Experiments aimed at a neuropsychological analysis of the pos-
terior intrinsic system have shown that monkeys with posterior in-
trinsic sector lesions have deficiencies in differentiation in problem-
solving. During the searching portion of the experiment, when it is
necessary for the animal to move on successive trials each of the
stimulus objects until the positive cue is identified, such behavior
is impaired in animals with posterior intrinsic sector ablations. These
deficiencies in differentiative behavior in problem solving differ in
some respects from those produced by lesions of the extrinsic sys-
tems [175, 176, 1821. For example, (1) drastic bilateral removal of
an extrinsic sector severely limits differentiative behavior in the
modality, and only in the modality, served by that sector. (2) Under
some conditions of simple response requirements, differentiative be-
havior seems unimpaired after drastic posterior intrinsic sector re-
section. (3) Under other conditions, having in common the require-
ment that two or more separate responses be systematically related
to the differences between the environmental relationships that deter-
mine the stimuli, differentiative behavior is severely impaired after
posterior intrinsic sector ablations. This kind of impairment has
been found in the visual mode in problems requiring brightness, color,
form, pattern, size, and flicker discriminations [149, 151, 1521; in
problems requiring successive and simultaneous discriminations [182];
in problems requiring successions of learning-set discriminations
[32, 189]; and in problems requiring oddity discriminations and match-
ing from sample [78].

Pribram attributes the relationship between intrinsic and extrin-
sic systems to convergence of efferents from the two systems at a
subcortical locus as noted earlier. This hierarchical convergence
model bears considerable resemblance to the theory of signals from
small specialized cells converging on mnemonic classifying cells to



close unneeded channels and integrate behavioral output as proposed
by Young [233]. The similarity increases as Pribram develops the
model. The specific effects in behavior of the intrinsic systems are
explained on the basis of efferents to a subcortically located neural
mechanism that has specific functions. These efferents partition
(which could be accomplished by the technique of closing unneeded
channels) the afferent activity that results in the neural events in
the extrinsic sectors, events initiated by and corresponding to the
input variables.

Pribram [175, 176] draws upon the theory of games [218] and
mathematical learning theory [56] to develop this process of parti-
tioning afferent activity. Partitioning determines the extent of the
range of possibilities to which an element or a set of elements can
be assigned. Partitioning therefore results in patterns of informa-
tion, i.e., information given by the elements of the subsets result-
ing from the partition. The posterior intrinsic sector mechanism
provides both the referent and units (perhaps stored in the mnemonic
networks), though not the elements to be specified. Continued in-
trinsic sector activity results in a sequence of patterns of partitions
of increasing complexity, which in turn allow more and more precise
specification of particular elements in the subsets of events occur-
ring in the extrinsic systems. Thus, through continued posterior
intrinsic sector activity, more and more information can be conveyed
by any given input. As a result, the organism's differentiative be-
havior remains invariant under a progressively narrower range of
systems of transformation of the input.

Mental retardation, throughout most of its range and constella-
tions of syndromes, seems to be characterized by impairment of pre-
cisely the above type of posterior intrinsic sector activity, as well
as by other impairments. Because of this type of impairment, the
partitioning program of the posterior intrinsic sector fails to operate
on the neural events that are initiated by the input and fails to trans-
form them into other neural events which can lead to ever increas-
ingly finer differentiative behavior [70].

The programing of the activities of the posterior intrinsic sec-
tors remains in question at this time, but the concept of changing
the state of the cells, closing the unneeded channels, and storing
these changes in the base ratios of the ribosenucleotides in the cell
structure, provides a working hypothesis. Interaction between
posterior and frontal intrinsic sector activities integrates the ongoing
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program in the posterior sectors with the simultaneously ongoing
program of intention in the frontal sectors to produce better adapta-
tion of behavior to its consequences.

The classifying cells at many levels (a hierarchy of extrinsic
sector, posterior intrinsic sector, frontal intrinsic sector, and sub-
cortical structure) are presumably able to make mnemonic records of
which responses to each type of circumstance are likely to be good
for the organism [233]. Pribram holds that in his model the engrams
consist of encoded programs. Such a model is consonant with a mne-
monic network composed of the complex hierarchy of systems already
outlined, but it is emphasized that the posterior intrinsic sectors are not
conceived as the loci of storage of an ever increasing number of minutely
specific engrams of partitioned subsets. Pribram [175, 176] accepts the
evidence as overwhelmingly against the presence in the nervous system
of such minutely specific engrams [126]. The evidence of potential
storage of minute engrams in RNS molecules [100] or in the vast number
of dendritic channels and their synaptic intersections in the neuropil
[163], however, would seem to permit the storage of minutely specific
engrams of a lifetime with no risk of overload. Further study will be nec-
essary to specify the nature of the engrams. Pribram's model requires
the posterior intrinsic sector to be the loci of storage of its own en-
grams of encoded programing mechanisms, whether specific or gen-
eral. This concept of storage can be readily translated into our
model of closing of unneeded channels and an RNA memory system.

The kind of defect in differentiative behavior that rasults from
lesions (possibly from various kinds of pathology in mental retarda-
tion) of the extrinsic and posterior intrinsic sectors of the forebrain can
be characterized by stating the variety of transformations of the in-
put under which behavior remains invariant [56, 175, 176]. (1) Fol-
lowing extensive bilateral resections of the extrinsic sectors, be-
havior will remain invariant under a great variety of transformations
of the input. This is very similar to the concept of rigiajty in mental
retardation [109]. (2) Following lesions of the posterior intrinsic sec-
tor, differentiative behavior, but not very simple actions, will remain
invariant under the more complex transformations of input. Unique
responses requiring absolute differentiations will be precluded, of
course, in the extreme case.

The neuropsychological analysis of behavior affected by the
frontal intrinsic system has demonstrated the mechanism by which
the frontal intrinsic sector influences intentional behavior. Pribram
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[175, 176]demonstratedthatin multiple object choice behavior the
intentions of animals with lesions in the frontal intrinsic sector are
guided less than those of controls by the behaviorally relevant con-
sequences of their prior actions. Intentions are determined by two
classes of variables, namely, (1) the dispositions of the organisms
influenced by cyclical physiological needs, and (2) an estimate
about the actions of other parts of the system in the behavioral sit-
uation. Animals with lesions appeared deficient in evaluating the
second class of variables, because the performance of this group
reflected the number of alternatives in the situation with increasing
handicap. The results of a separate experiment involving constant
(fixed) inteival operant conditioning under conditions of food depri-
vation showed that deprivation influences total rate of response but
that frontal intrinsic sector lesions affect the distribution of rate of
performance across the intervals indicating little evaluation of the
schedule involved. These findings support the thesis that resection
of the frontal intrinsic sector impairs intentional behavior by inter-
fering with ability to make an estimate about the actions of other
parts of the system in terms of consequences.

A clear-cut impairment in intentional behavior has also been
demonstrated by means of delayed reaction and alternation problems
using animals with lesions in the frontal intrinsic sector [27, 130].
These two kinds of problems have significant diagnostic value for
the effects of frontal intrinsic sector lesions. Although these prob-
lems are usually classified with those used primarily to study dif-
ferentiative behavior, analyses of results of these problems empha-
size their recurrent regularities and place them in a larger class of
problems that can be distinguished from problems that require dif-
ferentiative behavior only [65, 175, 176]. The recurrence, at the time
response is permitted, of some of the events present in the predelay
situation constitutes the essential recurring aspect of the delayed
reaction problem [153, 154, 183]. The important determinant of re-
sponse in these problems is the outcome of the animal's previous
reactions, i.e. , either (1) the outcome of the reaction in the pre-
delay situation of the delay problem, or (2) the outcome of the pre-
vious alternation in the other problem. Lesions of the frontal intrin-
sic sector characteristically impair such guidance of behavior by
the relevant outcomes of prior actions.

Pribram also proposes a model of the frontal intrinsic and the
mediobasal forebrain mechanisms in terms of the variety of transforma-
tions of descriptions of the outcome under which behavior remains in-
variant. (1) Following extensive bilateral resections of the medio-
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basal systems, behavior remains invariant over a wide variety of
transformations of outcome. Even gross changes in the amount of
food deprivation minimally alter the rate of response to food [47, 63,
225]. This type of deficit is seen in severe mental retardation as
well. (2) Frontal intrinsic sector lesions, on the other hand, affect
intentional behavior that remains invariant only under the more re-
stricted ranges of transformations of outcome. This impairment is
probably involved in the low efficiency of performance of the mental-
ly retarded on problems they can solve.

As in the case of the posterior intrinsic mechanisms, Pribram
conceives that the frontal intrinsic mechanism partitions the events
in the mediobasal forebrain systems, i.e., the dispositional events
aroused by cyclical variations in the physiological needs of the
organism. Partitioning results in distributions of intentions that are
determined by the elements of the subsets resulting from the parti-
tion. Thus, the frontal intrinsic mechanism provides both referent
and units, but not the elements that specify the intentional behavior
of any given situation. The mechanism in operation results in an in-
creasingly complex sequence of distributions of intentions which in
turn allow more and more precise specifications of intent that can
be conveyed for any given outcome. Where there is no lesion or im-
pairment of the frontal intrinsic sector, then, the organism's inten-
tional behavior remains invariant under a progressively narrower
range of systems of transformations of outcomes. Storage of encoded
programs is required, not storage of an ever-increasing number of
minutely specific preferences. Presently, it is better to recognize
that this postulate is quite plausible, and may very well be confirmed,
but is not necessarily required by the nature of neural mechanisms
[100, 163]. This model is, however, in full accord with the postu-
lated hierarchical convergence model of mnemonic network structure
previously discussed. The frontal intrinsic and mediobasal forebrain
structures and mechanisms constitute interacting networks in a hier-
archy that sends out converging efferents upon allocortical.and sub-
cortical loci, such as the hippocampal gyrus, uncus, dentate con-
volution, pyriform cortex, entorhinal cortex, cingular gyrus, amygda-
loid nucleus, and the tegmental region of the midhcain. Analyses of
the functional relations of these neural structures to learning by means
of ablation, resection, drug, microelectmde, impedance, and com-
puter studies are in progress [3, 4, 5, 6, 7].

It has occurred to some that the neural mechanism of signal
analysis in the brain might involve comparison of wave processes
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on a statistical basis [8, 23, 58]. Differentiations might be made
on the statistical probability that the afferent patterns in the brain
are significantly different from intrinsic, mnemonic patterns which
the past experiences of the brain have set its mnemonic networks
to "expect." The complexities of coding in patterns of neural dis-
charge [1361 are compounded by sequential transformations in serial
synaptic stations and by great variations in the degree of converg-
ence and divergence of different neuronal aggregates [23]. The find-
ings of Whitfield [226] in the otic system indicate that the rate of
firing becomes progressively less as the impulses proceed through
serial synaptic stations on their way to the cortical projection area
and that the rate of unit firing becomes less dependent upon the
strength of the stimulus at each successive synapse. This means
that the intensity of the stimulus is no longer being signalled simply
by frequency of discharge and that the coding has been changed
somehow, perhaps by the distribution of excitation and inhibition
among the fibres of the pathways by centrifugal control from central
processes [23].

A recent approach [136] to the study of this electrical activity
in isolated ganglia provided a systematic analysis of the different
kinds of responses available after electrical stimulation by various
frequencies. The relationships between electrical activity in the
afferent and efferent fibres of isolated ganglia and the processes of
plasticity, rudimentary learning, memory, facilitation, inhibition,
post-tetanic potentiation, post-tetanic effect on spontaneous ac-
tivity, and habituation were examined. An in vitro preparation of
the sixth abdominal and the metathoracic ganglion of the Blatta
orientalis was utilized.

Six typc3 of response of this preparation to electrical stimula-
tion were recorded and analyzed in regard to the possibility of a
plasticity of response dependent on the past experience of the gang-
lia, i.e. , the immediate past experimental stimulation. (1) A serv-
ile response was recorded, in which the ganglia gave a constant
response until they became fatigued. This response could be modi-
fied in most species by immediate past stimulation that resulted in
post-tetanic potentiation, the simplest form of memory in the cells
lasting for an appreciable interval. (2) A labile response was ob-
served, in which there was a characteristic cessation of response
to stimuli at a certain frequency range but capability of renewed
response by increasing the frequency markedly. Thus this response
type could be modified b y a long-lasting habituation as a result of
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the immediate past stimulation of the ganglia and was subject to
prompt dishabituation by a sharp change in the stimulation. (3) An
intratetanic response was noted, in which the discharge was evoked
some time after the tetanus was applied and after some summation of
stimulation. This response evidenced some plasticity by summation
of stimulation before discharge. (4) An afterdischarge response, in
which the bursts appeared promptly but only after an irregular few of
a series of stimuli, such as twenty tetani of one-second duration
given at 9-second intervals. This represented an unpredictable plas-
ticity in behavior of the ganglia and occurred with or without the
classical delayed response activity. (5) A delayed response, in
which the discharge activity appeared after considerable delay and
summation of stimulation including summation with previous delayed
responses to reach increasing response levels. This type of response
represented great plasticity in reaction of the ganglia to stimulation
and sometimes resulted in activity in the responding unit lasting for
several minutes. (6) A natural response, in which the activity started
only after summation of several stimuli of high frequency and took a
course of increasing discharge frequency until it reached a maximum
and then declined. This kind of natural behavior of the ganglia rep-
resented a complete pattern of spontaneous response discharge once
the tetani reached a certain threshold and denoted the maximum elec-
trical plasticity of the cell in an all-or-none style of function [136].

The electrical activity of this kind of preparation recorded out-
side of or beyond the period of stimulation should perhaps properly
be designated as spontaneous behavior induced by, but proceeding
independently of, the threshold stimulation. Considered as spon-
taneous activity, the frequency of this activity probably has a certain
characteristic statistical value for each type of neural aggregation,
which value it attains in an all-or-none pattern of discharges after
threshold tetanic stimulation. Hence, Laco [136] holds that all six
of these types of electrical response of nerve fibres fall into three
general stages: (1) The pattern follows a certain law of servility be-
fore the spontaneous activity appears. (2) The pattern of discharge
becomes very unpredictable because of the continuously changing
frequency and type of spontaneous discharges to certain kinds of
stimulation. (3) The pattern of discharge develops an expected and
predictable pattern as a consequence of stabilization in the frequency
characteristic of its spontaneous activity.

While these characteristics of ganglial function may provide a
neurophysiological mechanism for a short-lasting memory, this
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mechanism cannot account for memory that persists after total and
long-lasting cessation of electrical activity. Luco, therefore, postu-
lates that the past experience of stimulation of the ganglial fibres
leaves a trace in the autogenic generator that modifies the frequency
of the spontaneous activity triggered by the stimulation or causes a
lowering of the threshold for the release of this spontaneous activity.
Delayed responses and natural responses are therefore postulated to
be the charact eristic expressAons of an autogenic spontaneous ac-
tivity triggered by stimulation.

The isolated preparation is not the only means of study of the
electrical activity of the central nervous rystem. Stimulation and
recording by way of implanted microelectrodes in the intact and un-
restrained functional animal and in some cases in the human brain
being treated for neurological disorders are available techniques [22,
24, 25]. Recent approaches of this type [3, 24, 25] have focused
experimental attention on the hippocampal systems in analyses of the
electrical activities of the brain and the relationship of these activi-
ties to the laying down of a me&a.ory trace. The great antiquity of the
hippocampal systems in the evolution of the brain and the essential
stability of its basic structure in the face of immense evrlutionary
changes in the remainder of the cerebral mantle make it highly prob-
able that these systems may constitute the classifying cells that
have outputs that lead directly to behavioral output [233]. Experi-
mental evidence indicates the apparent relationship of hippocampal
integrity to aspects of recent memory and directed attention involving
discriminative choice [3]. The memory trace may actually be laid
down outside the hippocampal system [167], perhaps in the exterior
and posterior-frontal intrinsic systems of the forebrain in discrimina-
tive behavior, but integrity of its interrelations with these seemingly
unrelated cortical and subcortical regions of the hippocampal systems
may be vital to the appropriate recall of previously learned discrim-
inative habits [9].

This new approach seeks to determine changes in patterns of
electrophysiological activity closely correlated with the acquisition
of the learned discriminative task by taking measures of electrical ac-
tivity in the hippocampal system and related structures during the
course of learning. It also seeks to determine whether such changes
in electrical patterns would reveal anything about the fundamental na-
ture of the processes by which information is stored in cerebral tis-
sue [3]. Some changes of this nature have already been detected by
the application of a series of increasingly refined computing tech-
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niques [4, 7, 8]. Because of the nature of these results, it has been
postulated that the electrical brain wave process is of basic import-
ance in the handling of information in cerebral systems. It has also
been postulated that the neuron in the cerebral system functions as a
phase comparator of the patterns of waves which sweep across the
neuronal surface in complex spatio-temporal patterns that arise both
intrinsically and extrinsically [3].

The recording of wave patterns and the computer analysis of these
patterns of electrical activity of the hippocampal systems of the tem-
poral lobe, together with the external and posterior-frontal intrinsic
systems of the forebrain, during the course of acquisition of a dis-
criminative habit may yet develop the code that unlocks the transac-
tional mechanisms in cerebral tissue in the learning process and stor-
age in memory. A technique has been developed for measuring im-
pedance in small volumes of hippocampal neuronal and glial tissue
with implanted electrodes. This technique has revealed substantial
but transient impedance shifts that are confined to the period of the
discriminative performance after learning has risen appreciably above
chance levels [5, 6]. it was found that the "evoked" impedance
change persisted in undiminished degree with considerable overtrain-
ing and that these impedance changes were abolished by extinction
of the learned habit and redeveloped with retraining. It has also been
found that these impedance changes do not appear simultaneously at
the same level of learning and to the same degree in different hippo-
campal structures, i.e., the symmetric left and right hippocampi.
During the course of learning, the concomitant changes in averaged
hippocampal impedance records were found to occur more slowly in
one side than in an essentially symmetrical hippocampal placement
in the opposite dominant hemisphere until performance reached the
one hundred per cent level, at which time the records became similar
from both left and right hippocampi [3].

A simple averaging technique for computer analysis of hippocam-
pal wave trains with the onset Of the averaged epoch time-locked to
the moment of presentation of the test situation and a reinforcing tone
has been developed and applied with significant results by Adey and
Walter [7]. This technique has shown that the hippocampal electrical
activity in the pre-approach epoch behaved as a random phenomenon
and progressively diminished as such after several discriminations,
but at the same time the rhythmic averages during the discriminative
epoch grew progressively larger. The regularity of the rhythmic aver-
ages in the hippocampal system were found to persist steadily into
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overtraining [3], which indicates the inherent continuing relationship
between this hippocampal system and performance of learned be-
havior. It has also been discovered that the regularity of the rhyth-
mic averages in the midbrain and subthalamic records tends to decline
once the learned performance has been substantially overtrained. It
is altogether possible that the hippocampal systems are functionally
identical with the classifying cells postulated by Young [233]. The
classifying cells stand at the electrical gateway to the appropriate
channels for behavioral output and function by the postulated mech-
anism of closing unneeded channels. Such a mechanism must there-
fore be activated on every occasion of performance of the learned dis-
criminative behavior and presumably must be activated by the same
characteristic pattern of rhythmic averages in the electrical wave
processes. Only in such an essential classifying cell mechanism,
however, would this activation always be required in overtraining or
in subsequent retrieval of stored mnemonic experiences of discrimina-
tive learning. Hence, the gradual decline of these rhythmic averages
in other brain structures after learning and during overtraining would
occur because they were needed for laying down of the memory trace
in all the systems involved in the integration, but not for subsequent
performance. The classifying cells of the hippocampal systems may
therefore be postulated to be preset by coding in the base ratios of
their ribosenucleotides, or their small signalling cells, or both, for
the transaction of identical and similar discriminative performances
in the future. The autogenic electrotonic activity of the dendritic
trees of the small cells will then be coded or modulated by the RNA
storage via glia cell impedance changes to produce the pattern of
wave rhythms necessary to trigger the learned response. It is further
postulated that impedance shifts arise in a redistribution of ionic
material in the various tissue compartments comprising the cerebral
systems.

The glial tissue compartment comprises a significant portion of
the volume of the dendritic zone of the hippocampal pyramidal cell
layer. True extracellular space has been found to be quite small [72].
It therefore is probably not significantly available even assuming it
could be a low resistance shunt path that might mask any changes
attributable to altered resistance and impedance in physiologically
active neuronal membranes [5]. The glial compartment has been
found to be an intervening structural enclosure around most of the
neuronal cells. Thus the glia intervene between the neurones and
their vascular system in metabolic exchanges [3]. The evidence
available on the low membrane resistance of glial cells and the long-
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lasting characteristics after electrical stimulation give strong support
to the postulate that the glial cells exercise a modulating role on
electrotonic dendritic processes in respect to both their rate and
regularity in rhythmicity. Finally the site of the actual laying down
of the memory trace in the RNA structures of both the glia and the
neurones may be at the functional interface between neuronal and
glial tissue. The mechanism involved may perhaps be found by the
application of techniques for impedance measurements with coherent
electromagnetic sources (radioactive materials) in the spectral ab-
sorption range of substances such as the nucleic acids [3]. The
mechanism for the storage of learning and the mechanism for ionic
transport responsible for restablishment of cellular excitation or in-
hibition remain the crucial targets of investigation.

Summary

The key to the theoretical framework of the present investigation
is the division of the isocortex and related thalamic nuclei into an
extrinsic division receiving large tracts of extra-thalamic sensory
afferents and an intrinsic division receiving its major direct afferents
from within the thalamus. The Lashley-Jacobsen-Kluver-Pribram-
Mishkin line of investigation of cognitive processes of the isocortex
organizes both the extrinsic and intrinsic sectors into neurally dis-
tinct portions serving distinct visual, aural, and other classes of
cerebral function. Employing ablation and resection techniques,
these studies have shown that functionally separable parts of the iso-
cortex do not necessarily servr: different basic functions but rather
may serve the same function in hierarchical organization.

Neuropsychological experiments with animals having distinct
intrinsic sector lesions have shown the separate characteristic func-
tions of the frontal and posterior intrinsic systems in problem solv-
ing. Posterior intrinsic system lesions cause a deficit in differentia-
tive behavior in problem-solving impairing a systematic search for
relevant clues. On the other hand, frontal intrinsic system lesions
cause a deficit in intentional behavior, impairing guidance of new
action by the behaviorally relevant consequences of prior actions.
The frontal and posterior intrinsic systems interact to shape behavior
by means of a hierarchical neural organization involving the converg-
ence of efferents from the two systems at subcortical loci.

Young's theory of memory as a function of classifying cells at
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many levels (perhaps embracing a hierarchy of extrinsic, posterior
intrinsic, and frontal intrinsic systems) capable of making mnemonic
records of which responses to different circumstances are likely to be
good for the organism has been accepted for the present study. The
Hyden-Babich line of investigation of the relationship between the
base ratios in the ribosenucleotides in neural and glial molecules
and the functions of genetic and psychic memory in the neurones has
been taken as the key to the brain mechanisms of memory. A com-
posite model of these two approaches to memory requires the suggested
systems of classifying cells that close the unneeded channels of be-
havioral output under given circumstances and the storage of encoded
programs for action in long-lasting changes in the base ratios in the
ribosenucleotides in the molecular structure of the neurones and
their associated glia.

The mechanism of classifying and encoding programs has, for
purposes of the present study, been taken to be one of neuronal sig-
nal analysis of electrical brain wave processes. By this method of
handling of information in the brain, the neurons in the cerebral sys-
tems function as phase comparators of the patterns of electrical
waves which sweep across neuronal surfaces in complex spatio-
temporal patterns that arise both from extrinsic sensory systems and
from intrinsic systems and autogenic sources. The wave rhythms
are modified by impedance shifts which arise in a redistribution of
ionic material at the functional interface of the neuronal and asso-
ciated glial tissue compartments. The chemical mechanisms of ionic
transport in impedance shifts and transduction of ionic flux into RNA
molecular storage interact continuously with the ongoing electrical
brain wave processes to influence behavioral output.
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III. RELATED RESEARCH ON LEARNING AND PROBLEM SOLVING

IN MENTAL RETARDATION

From the neuropsychological point of view of the present study
[140, 192, 193], it is not feasible to limit this review and subse-
quent interpretations of findings strictly to the topics of discrimina-
tion and problem solving. The fundamental brain mechanisms in-
volved in the basic neurophysiological processes in learning inevi-
tably overarch and derogate any such arbitrary topical divisions [42].
Accordingly, discrimination and problem solving research wili be
given primary but not exclusive consideration here as two of the
many topics embraced by the larger basic subject of learning research
[24, 25, 42, 88, 2041.

Neither is it feasible to restrict the present review to those
studies which expressly include mentally retarded subjects although
such studies will occupy the bulk of attention. It is not surprising
to discover that psychologists have tended to utilize types of prob-
lems and methodology that have been developed with other types of
Ss, including animals, and to interpret the performance of the men-
tally retarded in terms of these previously developed theoretical
formulations [211]. The development of the experimental science of
neuropsychology in the field of learning in mental retardation, while
it may eventually be expected to take somewhat specialized direc-
tions, will continue to draw upon problems, methods, and theory
developed by psychologists and neurophysiologists with all kinds of
Ss involved in various types of learning experiments, particularly
those designed to reveal the underlying basic brain mechanisms [33,
60, 62, 83, 101, 150, 153, 154, 210].

The topics of discrimination learning and problem solving have
been included in several reviews of learning research within the
past decade [50, 53, 64, 111, 209]. Most recently, Davis [40] re-
viewed the major theoretical trends in the interpretation of problem
solving, as well as concept learning, originality and creativity. He

presented a learning approach to problem solving in terms of "overt"
and "covert" trial-and-error behavior [48, 204]. He pointed out that
the concept of "transfer" has reappeared with substantial regularity
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in recent research to express the effects on problem solving perform-
ance of such factors as "practice, " "pre-txaining, " "direction, "
"centering, " "set, " "fixation, " "learning set, " and "available func-
tions." Recent experiments which demonstrate that pretraining can
result in positive, negative, or zero transfer were cited [19, 90, 141].

Several writers since the middle of the twentieth century have
attempted to organize and develop the topic of problem solving [50,
64, 107, 110, 186, 202]. Rosenberg [204] considered the attempt
to define problem solving a frustrating task but avowed a general
preference for broad definitions rather than a multitude of operational
definitions. Davis [40] expressed the even stronger view that prob-
lem solving is "the most chaotic of all identifiable categories of
human learning." From a neuropsychological point of view, it has
become apparent that problem solving has become an anachronism
along with "animal spirits, " "soul, " "mind," "insight, " and other
such elusive concepts developed long before the modern assault upon
actual brain mechanisms and learning [24, 25, 42]. "Problem solv-
ing" is not an apt description of a definitive type of experimental
procedure such as "conditioning, " "operant conditioning, " or "dis-
crimination." It has rather developed as a label of convenience for
a miscellaneous collection of procedures in learning experiments.
As long as the subject of learning remains organized largely on the
basis of experimental procedures, this miscellaneous chaos will
continue in the literature.

Since problem solving will doubtless remain with us indefinitely
as such a collection, it is probably best defined in terms identical
in nature with the scientific method for the building of a body of
knowledge. Gagne [64] thus defined problem-solving behavior in
terms of five stages of response development, viz., (1) apprehend-
ing the stimulus situation, (2) forming the relevant concepts, (3)
searching the alternative responses, (4) selecting the effective re-
sponses, and (5) verifying the outcomes. Various writers seem to
stress different stages of this complete definition of what One must
recognize at once as the definition of complex learning. For exam-
ple, Skinner [202] emphasized manipulation of the relevant condi-
tions to facilitate effective response. This would seem to place
stress on stages two and three, perhaps in a systematic recycling
until the solution is found. Such systematic flexibility is generally
found to be severely impaired in the mentally retanded. Duncan [50]
would stress stages three and four by placing importance on the dis-
covery of the correct solution. Ray [186] would stress stages three
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and four in his concern with solution-oriented behavior. Johnson
[107] would stress stages one, three, and four by emphasizing com-
plex stimulus situations, varied behavior, and solution processes.
Kendler, Glucksberg, and Keston [110] placed emphasis upon stages
three and four by distinguishing problem solving from conditioning
on the basis of the longer response chains involved.

While there is no neuropsychological evidence for stressing any
particular stage of complex learning as peculiar to, or characteristic
of, a separate entity known as problem-solving behavior, there is
abundant neurophysiological evidence that complex learning, requir-
ing longer response chains, e.g. , in problems requiring successions
of learning set discriminations, is impaired by resection or ablation
of the posterior intrinsic sector [32, 175, 176]. There is likewise
evidence that very simple learning, e.g., a simple position discrim-
ination, may not be impaired by such resection or ablation of the
posterior intrinsic sector of the forebrain. Hence, although there is
no basis in brain mechanisms for a problem-solving category of
learning as such, there are very fundamental anatomic, histological,
and functional reasons for separate categories of simple versus com-
plex learning. The precise nature of simple learning remains to be
developed in much greater neurophysiological specificity for all the
sensory modalities, particularly the kinaesthetic, tactile, and olfac-
tory receptors [157]. It has been determined that the capacity to
discriminate difficult visual patterns (complex learning) is perma-
nently lost after bilateral total ablation of the visual cortex, but dis-
criminations of simple visual patterns (simple learning) can be
mediated by small remnants of the visual projection areas [126, 157].
Ablation of preoccipital cortex will cause deficiencies, limiting the
animal to simple learning, in visual pattern discrimination [1, 2].
Ablation of association cortex in the parietotemporo-preoccipital
region will also cause deficiencies, reducing the subject to simple
learning, in visual pattern discrimination [34]. Neff [157] clearly
described what happens when an animal capable only of simple
learning is presented with a test of complex learning:

"Any investigator who has tested the sensory discrimina-
tions of animals in a multiple choice situation is familiar with
a pattern of behavior which often occurs when the discrimina-
tion is made very difficult. The experimental animal which
has been making appropriate responses in less difficult dis-
criminations suddenly appears to ignore the stimulus cues and
adopts a position habit such as always selecting the stimulus
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on the right. This behavior can be described most readily by
saying that the animal acts as if it does not 'attend' to the
stimulus cues which the experimenter is presenting."

In research with mentally retarded subjects, it is of great prac-
tical importance that one goal of experimentation be the delineation
of the basic nature of simple versus complex learning in the several
sensory modalities [191]. The resulting hypothetical constructs [138]
can then be used to provide the logical framework for the subject of
learning and perhaps bring some order out of the chaotic condition in
the anachronistic category of problem solving.

In the meantime, some logical organization might start with the
working hypothesis that the cortical neuron by a stochastic mode of
operation functions as a phase comparator of extrinsic sensory input
and intrinsic mnemonic and electrotonic processes, including glial
modulation by nonlinear impedance loading, that sweep across the
neuronal membrane in complex spatiotemporal patterns [3]. By this
stochastic process the classifying neurones make a determination
that these extrinsic and intrinsic brain wave processes are similar
or different for purposes of behavioral response.

Bearing in mind that the above postulated mechanism for the
mediation of behavior by the central nervous system is a working
hypothesis only, the following constructs and interpretations of re-
search are suggested knowing they will go the way of all other work-
ing hypotheses as soon as they have generated new evidence upon
which better constructs can be built.

Phase comparison of brain wave processes and stochastic classi-
fication into a binary plan of similar versus different patterns on a
probability basis must lead logically to the recognition of certain
basic neuropsychological constructs as underlying principles of learn-
ing. One of these constructs is DIFFERENTIATION, the basic func-
tion of classifying the information carried by brain wave processes
as similar or different, the underlying discriminating mechanism for
all learning, and the peculiar function of the posterior intrinsic sec-
tor of the forebrain [175, 176]. This function is not limited to any
particular sensory modality. The stochastic differentiation of the
information carried by extrinsic and intrinsic brain wave processes
as different (NOVEL) is a form of simple learning when the novel is
positive, presenting little difficulty even for animals with frontal
lesions [150], but such animals are severely impaired if the novel
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element is negative and requires inhibition of approach [150, 206].

Another basic construct is INTENTION, the basic function of
classifying the information in brain wave processes as indicating
"approach" or "avoidance, " tha underlying mechanism of motivation
for a3i learning, and the peculiar function of the frontal intrinsic
sector of the forebrain. Intention is the result of the stochastic
comparison of patterns of brain wave processes in the extrinsic and
mediobasal forebrain systems wi-,h patterns in the frontal intrinsic
sector to produce more and mot r_ precise behavior from moment to
moment. Strategic problem solution involves the economic restric-
tion of the range of systems of transformations of the input and out-
come of neural events into increasingly complex hierarchies of inten-
tion [44, 84, 124, 175, 176].

The definition of these first two constructs required the use of
a third basic construct of CLASSIFICATION, the function of neurons
in the intrinsic systems of the forebrain (telencephalon). In the
interest of parsimony in neurophysiology, there seems to be good

reason to postulate that the process of classification of neural events
as "similar" or "different" in the posterior intrinsic system is elec-
trophysiologically identical with the process of classification of
neural events as indicative of "approach" or "avoidance" in the func-
tions of the frontal intrinsic system. The neurons in both cerebral
systems have the integrative capacity to act as phase comparators of
the patterns of electrophysiological waves that sweep across the
neuronal surface in complex spatiotemporal patterns from both extrin-
sic and intrinsic sources [3, 7]. Consistent phase patterns in hippo-
campal wave trains, for example, are intimately related to this
process of classification in the learning process. The conveyance
of information on the basis of graded analog wave processes in these
cembral systems is the current thesis on the mechanism of classi-
fication [3]. Continued activity in these intrinsic systems results
in a sequence of patterns of information of increasing complexity,
i.e., partitions of elements or sets nd subsets of elements of neural
events [218], which in turn allow m-,!' Ind more precise specification
of particular elements in the set of & ; As occurring in the extrinsic
systems.

The fourth basic construct is MEMORY, the function of setting
up a representation of learning in cerebral syAems, consisting of a
record of the classifications made in reaction to elements of the ex-
tern11 environment involved in the learning ituation. In the evolu-
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lution of the memory mechanism of the brain, there has been a grad-
ual release from dependence on the classifying systems built in by
heredity [233]. Hyden [97] postulates that the record is written by
changes in the base ratios of ribosenucleotides in the classifying
neurons of cerebral systems in response to volleys of specifically
timed impulses. Adey [3] postulates more precisely that the record
is written at the fuP-Aional interface between neuronal and glial tis-
sue by means of ionic exchanges involving glial tissue acting as a
v-. ying nonlinear impedance on the electrotonic wave processes in
dendritic structures and chemically specifying corresponding changes
in the base ratios of ribosenucleotides.

Specialized small cells in the spinal cord produce an inhibitory
enzyme that blocks transmission in a pathway [51, 222]. Young
[233] suggests that this biological mechanism has been extended into
the higher cerebral systems as the fundamental electrophysiological
process of classification of neural events in learning. Combining
this formulation with the findings of Adey [3] on impedance shifts in
glial tissue, it may be postulated that an inhibitory enzyme involved
in the ionic exchanges between neuronal and glial compartments may
be the chemical mechanism for impedance shifts, which in turn be-
come the electrical mechanism for the blocking of an unneeded path-
way in a sequence of more and more precise differentiations and
intentions.

In view of the present neuropsychological approach to mental
retardation, the nature of embryonic and postnatal growth and devel-
opment of the isocortical structures and functions becomes important.
A cytological analysis of the cortex of a human fetus of eighteen
weeks revealed sufficient cellular differentiation to distinguish five
local areas. One area of pyramidal cells (Betz cells), which corre-
sponds roughly to the pre-central motor area of the mature brain,
showed the most advanced development [20]. A study of the brain
stem of fetuses between six months of age and birth, using the
Weigert-Pal method of staining post-mortem sections to bring out
the medullation of nerve tracts, revealed that the tracts become
medullated in the order of their phylogenetic development in general.
However, reflex activity may be elicited prior to myelinization, and
the inception of function advances the medullary process [121, 122].
These studies show that the infracortical centers are the ones best
prepared by the most advanced medullation to govern neuromuscular
activities of the neonate.
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Myelinization is not essential for a large share of the py; 'al
tract fibers involved in the pathways for voluntary motor impAI _s
[128, 129, 194]. Whether the unmyelinated fibers differ in function
from the myelinated ones is not yet known. The large fibers originat-
ing in the Betz cells, confined to a small locus in the motor cortex,
appear to be only one component of the motor pathways. Other cor-
tical areas, such as the post-central gyrus and others, give origin
to the pyramidal tract [128, 194]. Tracts other than the pyramidal
are involved in voluntary activity, viz. , the so-called "extra-
pyramidal system" consisting of complex descending chains of fibers,
interrupted synaptically in the nuclei of the basal ganglia and the
brain stem, that finally reach the spinal cord. The cerebellum is also
involved in the extra-pyramidal system in such a manner that the bas-
al ganglia and the cerebellum may influence cortical activity by "feed-
back" circuits [129]. It seems probable that the reticular system of
the brain stem, consisting of clusters of cells interwoven with fibers,
may also be involved in voluntary activity [194].

Granting the complexity of the motor systems of the central
nervous system, it is useful to know the pace of development of the
motor tracts. General cortical differentiation, characterized by a
series of migratory laminations resulting in a six-layered neocortex,
has begun in the brain of the seven-week-old embryo [215]. The six
cortical layers are all basically laid down in this process of lamina-
tion by the four-month-old stage of fetal development, but the migra-
tory process is not fully completed until the seventh month. Local
cortical differentiation, distinguished by the rearrangement and dis-
position of cells which produce such local areas as the motor, audi-
tory, and visual, develops rapidly during the last stages of fetal
development [215]. Conel [37] studied the development of cytologi-
cal structures of the cortex of tin newborn infant and reported that
even in the newborn cortex the cells have achieved their adult ar-
rangement, but not medullation or proliferation, which is in agree-
ment with the findings of Tilney [215] that the cellular division and
migratory processes are complete at birth. According to the four
basic criteria of advancing structural development used by Conel [37],
the cells in the most advanced stage of development at the time of
birth are those in that part of the anterior-central gyrus which medi-
ates movements of the neck and shoulders. After one month, the
greatest change from the condition of the neonate's brain ha s taken
place in the motor area of the gyrus centralis that mediates move-
ments of the hands [38].
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Postnatal maturation of the infant's brain cannot be attributed
to multiplication of subdivision of the cells, for they are all in place
at the time of birth. Hence, cell proliferation has been considered
as the fundamental criterion of postnatal structural maturation. Using
the Golgi method of staining to determine advancement in proliferation
of dendritic processes, de Crinis [41] analyzed sixty-eight human
brains, varying in age from five days to thirteen years. He found
dendritic processes clearly developing in the brain of a ten-week-old
infant. He found that the motor region of the eleven-month-old in-
fant's cortex has reached an advanced stage of development, char-
acterized by pyramidal cells that have become strikingly long and
dendritic processes that are well matured. This motor region and the
primary auditory and visual projection areas of the human cortex were
found to be the first to mature. Broca's area does not achieve a com-
parable stage of development until about the age of seventeen months.
It is not until approximately the fourth year that the apical processes
of the frontal lobe develop to a stage comparable to that of the motor
area at eleven months. Thus, the crucial portions of the frontal in-
trinsic system, as well as the posterior intrinsic system, that are
required for the most complex differentiations and intentions in be-
havior are the latest maturing areas of the human cortex [41, 147,
175, 176].

Acquisition of sensorimotor skills is of primary importance during
early childhood in view of the preceding pattern of development of the
central nervous system. It seems fairly evident that certain neuro-
structural growth must take place prior to the onset of overt function,
but it seems equally evident that completion of all neurostructural
growth is not a prerequisite for the onset of function [144, 147]. As
a matter of fact, an influential factor in determining the structural
growth of one neural component may be the stimulation received from
the functioning of other structures which are interrelated. Obviously,
in such an interrelated system, rigid demarcation between structure
and function as two distinct processes of growth is quite impossible.
However, it is possible to determine grossly those periods (1) when
neuromuscular function is predominantly under nuclear, subcortical
control, (2) when the cortex begins to suppress or inhibit the nuclear
activities, and (3) when the cortex.takes a dominant role in control-
ling neuromuscular behavior patterns [146, 147].

Many of the typically newborn behavior patterns of neuromuscu-
lar activity appear to be of phyletic origin. The course of develop-
ment shows that nuclear, subcortical control reaches maximum
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manifestation about the end of the first postnatal month and then
declines progressively between the first and fourth months. There
is a gradual onset of cortical inhibitory influences, starting with the
muscular activity of the upper part of the body and developing essen-
tially in a cephalocaudal pattern [36, 146]. Complete cortical con-
trol of neuromuscular behavior patterns is achieved generally by the
eleventh month and is exemplified in the achievement of erect loco-
motion [145]. At the inception of cortical control of sensorimotor ac-
tivities, the movements are usually poorly coordinated. Further de-
velopment of cortical control is indicated by increasing integration
of the necessary movements [69, 147].

The integrative capacity of the human cortex is an amazingly
variable function, both in onset and subsequent development, de-
pending upon antecedent physiological and mnemonic (stored experi-
ential) conditions of a given individuars cortical growth and develop-
ment. Since growth in structure in terms of postnatal cell
proliferation is not complete until the fourth year for the latest matur-
ing intrinsic sectors of the telencephalon, since the motor area and
certain primary sensory projection areas are the earliest maturing
sectors at eleven months, and since the acquisition of sensorimotor
as well as problem solving skills logically seems to require at least
some limited function of all these different sectors, it is useful to
consider the course of acquisition of skills between eleven and forty-
eight months. The performance of older retarded children with MA's
in this range is also important.

Ketterlinus [113] used three groups of Ss in the age groups of 2,
3, and 4 years to determine whether very young normal children were
able to adapt to mirror reversal. For example, one problem was to
pick up objects and put them in a cup when both the objects and cup
could be seen only in a mirror. Acquisition curves showed a decrease
in time to perform the task with practice, but the rate of decrease
was greatest for the youngest group and least for the oldest. In other
words, the youngest group began the experiment with the poorest level
of efficiency but made the best rate of improvement. Since growth
in structure and function are inextricably interwoven at this age
range, the initial differences between age groups iri favor of suc-
cessively higher levels of CA may logically be attributed to greater
growth in this structure-function complex. However, the greater
rates of improvement in favor of the successively lower levels of CA,
on the other hand, should logically be attributed to the stimulation of
growth produced by the functioning of interrelated neural components.
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Another investigation of the age factor in maze learning by very
young normal children revealed the same pattern of initial differences
in growth and subsequent differences in rates of improvement [143].
There were twenty children, ten boys and ten girls, in each of three
age groups, averaging approximately 3, 4, and 5 years. The design
of this study bridged the important fourth year when the latest matur-
ing cortical areas reached an advanced stage of structural growth.
Each child in the experiment was required to push a stylus along a
grooved pathway five trials daily for five days per week until a total
of fifty trials had been completed. Learning curves based upon me-
dian time scores showed that the five-year age group differed signifi-
cantly from both younger groups in greater efficiency of initial per-
formance on the first five trials. Final levels of performance were
similar, however, for all age groups. Thus, the course of learning
during the experiment was quite similar regardless of age, but the
younger the group the greater the rate and absolute amount of gains.
Hence, advanced growth in structure and function improves initial
efficiency by better cortical integration of sensorimotor skills but is
not a necessary prerequisite for learning such skills. The necessary
growth in function may be stimulated by training during the age range
embraced by this study.

Efficiency of initial or final performance levels on sensorimotor
skills is not dependent entirely upon the single factor of growth in
cortical structure and function. 'he factor of complexity of the learn-
ing required of a given individual operates interdependently with
growth to affect the level of efficiency of performance. Simple
learning and complex learning are not discrete categories but repre-
sent a continuous variable interacting with growth on a phyiogenetic
as well as an ontogenetic scale [115, 217]. Mattson [142] investi-
gated the relative influence of maturation and practice on sensori-
motor skills at three levels of complexity. Simple, intermediate,
and complex rolling-ball maze patterns were used with twenty-four
boys and twenty-six girls having an average age of about 5 1/2
years and an average IQ of 103. Practice and control groups were
matched for age, sex, IQ, and maze scores for the initial four days
of testing. Then, the practice group was given training on all three
maze patterns each day for twenty-six days in such counterbalanced
order that, in nine trials per day, each pattern came once as first,
once as second, and once as third. Thus, the two groups differed
only in that the practice group had twenty-six more days of tests
than the control group. Although the practice and control groups
began the experiment with approximately matched efficiency, the
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practice group manifested significantly superior performances on
each of the three mazes in the test at the end of training and also in
the retest given sixty days later. The advantage of the practice group
over the control group in the test at the end of training was signifi-
cantly greater as the complexity of the task increased. Matching
groups on initial performance and subjecting one group to growth in
function (another way of saying learning) on three levels of complex-
ity, revealed the interacting effects of level of growth and level of
complexity. The effect of growth in function was significantly great-
est for the most complex task, but in terms of relative efficiency at
any given period of life the final level of performance on the most
complex task may be worse, or at least no better, than the initial
level of performance on the simplest task.

Several investigators have been unable to find any significant
differences between normals and retardates on learning simple sen-
sorimotor skills [106, 187, 228, 231]. Woodrow [231] used a variety
of sorting tasks that were simple enough to pose no new discrimina-
tion learning for the retardates. He selected a retarded group (CA =
13-14; MA = 8-9 years) and a normal control group matched on MA
and compared their performance in terms of speed of sorting sticks
of varying lengths, pegs of different colors, letters of the alphabet,
and simple geometric forms. There were no significant differences
between the groups on speed of sorting, amount of improvement in
speed, or in amount of transfer among tasks. A discrimination task
such as these easy sortings amounts to no more than simple learning
of a sensorimotor skill for normal or retarded Ss with an MA level of
more than eight years.

A similar lack of basic difference in sensorimotor function by the
retardate was found in a simple type of maze learning that permitted
the Ss to see the entire maze as they worked. DeSanctis [45] used
a paper and pencil maze with three groups of children. One group
consisted of twelve retarded children (CA = 7-13 years), only one of
whom was severely retarded. The other two were normal groups that
approximated MA and CA controls. All except the one severely re-
tarded child solved the maze. The performance of the retarded group
in general was comparable to the normal control groups. The visual
apprehension of the maze as a whole by the retardates at the begin-
ning of a trial was closer to that of the CA controls than that of the
MA controls, a younger group. Basically comparable function was
thus affirmed for a sensorimotor skill of relatively low complexity.
Sloan and Berg [203] used the open stylus maze with a sample of
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retarded adults covering a wide range of intelligence (IQ = 57; SD =
11.3; MA 8 years). Ten trials were given on the maze and time
was the measure of performance. Again, this maze was of such low
complexity for a relatively high MA group that it amounted to use of
sensorimotor skills. There was, consequently, no significant rela-
tionship between MA and performance.

Inadequate or deficient neural growth in mental retardation is
generally accepted and is becoming increasingly well established
by experimentation. This deficit becomes apparent even in sensori-
motor skills when the complexity of the learning required is increased.
Ellis, Pryer, Distefano, and Pryer [54] made an extensive investiga-
tion with the shielded, high-relief finger maze with eight choice
points (RLRRLLRL). They employed a total of one hundred fifty-one
male and female Ss covering a very wide range of intelligence (IQ =
40-139), matching all groupings of Ss on CA, all being older adoles-
cents or young adults. The Ss were first given training on a practice
maze to a criterion of nine correct responses out of ten trials. This
promptly eliminated twenty-two Ss, fifteen from the 40-59 IQ cate-
gory, reducing the total group to one hundred twenty-nine Ss for the
regular maze. During the main experiment, the intertrial
was twenty seconds,and the criterion of learning was two consecutive
errorless trials or a maximum of one hundred trials. The measure of
performance was the number of trials to criterion for five groups of
Ss. The mean number of trials to criterion for the five IQ groupings
revealed a significant difference in speed of learning at each suc-
cessively higher level of IQ, but the greatest improvement was
achieved by the 80-99 IQ group over the 50-79 IQ group.

It is apparent that the syndrome of reduced growth in neural
function per se is not a unique characteristic of mental retardation.
It rather characterizes the whole range of intelligence in successive
levels from the highest to the lowest, but the degree of reduced
growth is sharply accentuated at significantly subnormal levels of
IQ. So severe was the reduced growth in the lowest IQ category
here that task complexity of a shielded, high-relief finger maze
prevented successful performance. The Ss that are eliminated from
complex tasks should be a challenge to the experimenter seriously
interested in trying to understand severe mental retardation.

Thus, it becomes apparent that the severely reduced growth in
neural function in severely retarded children (MA < 4 years) is basic-
ally, functionally different from a comparable MA level of normal
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ontogeny in at least one fundamental neurophysiological respect, viz. ,
the inherent potential for stimulation of growth of one neural compo-
nent by the functioning of an interrelated neural component, as dis-
cussed previously in regard to onset of cortical function. This great
neurophysiological potential, so wonderfully characteristic of the
normal infant [113, 143], is somehow severely reduced in its neuro-
physiological effectiveness in the retardate (MA < 4 years). The
manner in which the various constellations of pathology somehow
truncate both neural growth and potential stimulation of growth re-
mains an important area of research in basic neurophysiology.

A study that portrayed severe mental retardation in a most un-
flattering, yet coldly scientific, phylogenetic perspective found that
retardates (MA = 2-4 years) learned amazingly slower than the naive
monkeys that Harlow [76] trained on discrimination_problems. House
and Zeaman [92, 93] trained severely retarded Ss (IQ = 31 ) on dis-
crimination problems with the modified Wisconsin General Test Ap-
paratus (WGTA). The two food wells were covered with erect tri-
dimensional stimuli differing in both shape and color, e. g., a red
triangle vs. a black cross. The bait was candy, and the positive
stimulus was moved randomly from right to left food wells. Twenty-
five massed trials were given daily until the criterion of 20 out of 25
correct was attained. The median number of errors for the retarded
Ss was 119, compared with only 4 for the monkeys on the very same
problems. Several investigators have found that normal children in
a comparable CA range can learn these discrimination problems as
well as or better than monkeys and chimpanzees [43, 66, 82, 224].
The fact that retardates with very low mental age (MA = 2-4 years)
learn at such a significantly lower level of efficiency than normal
children of the same age range, and even slower than primates,
poignantly emphasizes the unique double handicap of the retardate
who has not achieved the essential four years of neural growth in
structure and function, despite his greater chronological age. Re-
duced growth is compounded by the severely reduced neurophysio-
logical potential for stimulation of growth of one neural component
by the functioning of interrelated neural components. Hence, learn-
ing, which is basically new growth in both structure and function at
this level, fails to show the great rate of improvement found in very
young normal children [113, 143].

Growth is so dramatically reduced in retardates (MA < 4 years)
that the complexity of the task to be learned must be held at a very
simple level. House, Orlando, and Zeaman [91] were able to use
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the form-color discrimination problems in the modified WGTA with
a wider range of MA (IQ = 37; MA = 2-6 years) embracing the criti-
cal early years. They found with a large group of retardates (N =
66) that MA was significantly correlated with errors on the task
(r = -0. 54; p = 0. 01), holding CA constant. Hence, growth in
neural structure and function is taking place at a significant, even
if doubly truncated, pace for simple learning in discrimination.

However, the severe double handicap of the very young retard-
ate (MA < 4 years) diappears at MA = 5-6 years in simple discrim-
ination learning. House and Zeaman [94, 95] compared thirty normal
children with thirty-two retardates of the same mental age (MA -:

4-6 years) on this same kind of discrimination learning. Each group
was divided into two MA levels (MA = 4-5 vs. MA = 5-6 years). At
the lower MA level, the retardates made significantly more errors
than the normal controls, revealing the continuing effect of the
double handicap in growth even at the threshold of advanced neuron-
al maturation in terms of cell structure and proliferation of dendritic
processes in the latest maturing intrinsic sectors. At the upper MA
level, the learning of simple discriminations was so rapid in both
retardates and normal controls that no difference was found. At this
level of growth and complexity of learning, the reduced growth of
the retardate is again comparable in function to that of the younger
normal child of the same mental age. Again when low complexity in
discrimination learning for a given age level amounts to little more
than learning a sensorimotor skill, the retardate shows no real dif-
ference in function from the younger normal child of comparable men-
tal age, exemplifying the variable growth phePomenon characteristic
of the entire range of intelligence.

The delayed response task is a very effective technique for
studying the factor of variable compledzity of the learning Wok. Hold-
ing the discrimination required by the task to a constant level, the
factor of comple=y can be varied in precise gradations of.time of
delay. Ablation studies [175, 176] have related the delayed response
to the constructs of intention, in particular, and memory, in general.
Ablation of the frontal intrinsic sector seriously impairs the function
of intention. The constellations of pathology in mental retardation
seem to impair this function rather seriously as well. Harlow and
Israel [80] used candy bait and opaque containers to study delayed
response for position in twenty-five severely retarded Ss (CA = 5-60;
MA = 1-3 years). As long as the period of delay was not more than
fifteen seconds, probably requiring no more memory than the burst of
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self-sustained firing in the sensory projection neurons, the retard-
ates performed quite successfully with minimal practice. But the
complexity of the problem seemed to increase markedly beyond
thirty seconds of delay, when errors increased rapidly. Very short
periods of delay less than fifteen seconds apparently require little
more than the simple learning of a sensorimotor skill, for which the
earliest maturing cortical sectors are quite adequate. But the latest
maturing intrinsic sector with its function of intention and memory is
required for periods of delay beyond thirty seconds. Skalet [200]
found that a group (N = 46) of normal children (CA = 2-5 years)
learned a three-choice delay for place for maximum periods ranging
from one day to at least thirty-four days. In another similar group
(N = 27), the range of maximum delay remained exactly the same for
a six-choice problem using familiar forms, such as rabbit, automo-
bile, etc. However, when six geometrical forms were used with an-
other group of normal children (N = 37), the reduced periods of maxi-
mum delay ranged from only ten minutes to four days. This intro-
duced another dimension of complexity into the delayed response
problem; i.e., discrimination of geometrical forms.

Growth in structure and function enables the retardate to increase
delay response intervals. Pascal et al. [164] tested twenty-seven
male retardates (CA = 6-32; MA = 2-7 years) in a five-choice delayed
response for place. Maximum delay was defined as the longest
period of delay after which a subject made three successive correct
responses (p = 0.203). The range of maximum delay was from two
seconds to fourteen days, but most subjects beyond an MA of 3 years
could delay responses for hours or days. The evidence seems to
point to retarded inception of function of the intrinsic system in com-
parison with normal ontogeny. Further research designed to explore
the course of onset and growth in initial function of the intrinsic
system and the effects of various dietary or metabolic influences on
this course of growth is needed.

Some interesting possibilities for research along these general
lines have been demonstrated by Amos [11]. Three-year-old children
with and without anoxic conditions at birth were compared on response
for periods of one, two, three, four, five, and ten minutes of delay.
The nineteen Ss in the anoxic group got progressively worse as the
delay interval increased. At the ten-minute interval, the twenty
control Ss were significantly superior in performance (p = 0.05). In
view of the electrophysiological nature of mnemonic function, the
research design could have been improved by addition of shorter
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delay periods of fifteen seconds, thirty seconds, or more, and by
addition of longer delay periods of one hour, one day, or more.
Nonetheless, the impairing effect of anoxia on the early growth of
neural function in the intrinsic system was demonstrated.

In addition to delayed response, another useful experimental
method for studying the growth of the frontal intrinsic sector and its..
function of intention is the double alternation problem. The suc-
cessful solution of the double alternation problem requires the adap-
tation of intention to the outcomes of the immediately preceding re-
sponses, requiring at least some short-term memory for the learning
process. Some investigators [165, 213] have used a double alterna-
tion task that requires the Ss to select the extreme door at the right
end of a line of five doors twice in succession and then select the
extreme door at the left end twice in succession (RRLL). The posi-
tive door is baited on each trial. These investigators studied the
behavior of groups of cerebral palsied children with a wide range of
intelligence (IQ = 35-111) and mentally retarded children of a broad
characteristic range of intelligence in retardation. They found sig-
nificant correlations between double alternation performance and
intelligence ranging from r = 0.64 to r = 0.83 in different groups.
Growth in function of the frontal intrinsic system is a variable phe-
nomenon significantly related to general intelligence.

One of the most useful methodologies for study of the function
of intention comes from early classical trial-and-error studies of
how children attack insoluble problems [73, 74]. The task was to
learn, in a four-choice situation, that the last correct response was
never correct on the next trial and that a systematic three-choice
search without clues must be made on every trial. The Ss, a variety
of retarded and normal children and adults as well as animals taken
one at a time, were each confronted by four doors, only one of which
was unlocked to allow escape from the enclosure on any given trial.
If a given door had been unlocked in one trial, it was always locked
on the next trial. Which door of the remaining three would be un-
locked from trial to trial was determined by chance. Hamilton found
that two retardates, a man and a boy, could perform almost as well
as normals and better than animals. However, the main purpose of
the study was to analyze trial-and-error behavior on an insoluble
task, rather than behavior in mental retardation. The method is sig-
nificant for future research on the separate functions of intention
and differentiation by the separate frontal and posterior intrinsic
systems. It requires a subject to learn an intention to avoid the last
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successful choice on the next trial and to learn a systematic differ-
entiation among the three remaining choices without benefit of any
clues. An error of inteution may be defined very precisely as the
choice of the door that was positive on the last successful trial.
An error of differentiation may likewise be precisely defined as the
choice of a continuing negative door that was among the three nega-
tive doors on the last successful trial. The probability of an error
of intention as defined is one out of four choices on each trial (p =
0.25). The probability of an error of differentiation as defined is, on
the other hand, always two out of the four choices on each trial
(p = 0.50). In fact, it is this level of probability that represents
the asymptote of learning in such a problem. Analysis of the sep-
arate error curves could have diagnostic significance for individual
records of r _:formance. Longitudinal studies of individual growth
records and the characteristic course of onset and growth of the
separate functions of differentiation and intention could be carefully
studied with this technique.

The discrimination reversal problem is another excellent method
for isolating the function of intention from the separate function of
differentiation in behavior. Luring orighial learning (OL), both func-
tions of differentiation and intention are involved by necessity in
discrimination learning, but during reversal learning (RL) no new
learning in differentiation is required. In the RL stage, a new inten-
tion must be learned for a problem that presents no change whatso-
ever in differentiation. The simplest form of discrimination reversal
learning is the left-right position reversal problem with the WGTA
used with rats in classical experiments [49]. House and Zeaman [94,
95] used this problem with their severely retarded Ss (MA mar, 3 years;
IQ az 30). They found that retardates at this mental level could solve
the problem and could achieve -learning set" [77], but the efficiency
of their performance was not significantly better than the ,wfcrmance
of rats. Iongnecker and Ferson [134 however, found that a grcup
of mongoloids (Do lir's Syn tome) at tv%is same IQ leviq achieved
ane--trial reversal learning better than rats. It these c..--itical 7owth
years (MA < 4 years), significant differenms in pmformance reflect
increments in basic groy-th, in neural sb-ucture and function of the
frontal intrinsic sector that makes reversal of intention possible.
Several investigators [17G, 210, 212] have reported no differences
in discrimination learning between retardaWs and normal controls
when matched on higher levels of mental age (e.g., MA = 7 years).
Two o" these studies used a _ildard discrimination task, e. g. ,
stimulus variation along a size dimension only, but Plenderlili 11701
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used a problem requiring reversal of initial prefere. ces. Her Ss
were confronted with the same pair of pie:tires for six trials only,
then presented with a new pair for six trials, and s on until they
learned that the first one chosen of a newly presenyed pair was never
correct and that for the next five trials the other pybture would al-
ways be correct. The positive picture was baite 4with "charms" or

,2candy, and the positive position was varied ran mly. The criterion
of learning was five successive correct choices out of six trials for
three pairs of pictures in succession. Reduced growth in function,
not otherwise different from normal ontogeny at a comparable level
of mental age, was again emphasized by the performance of the re-
tardates. The methodology used in this study required the subject to
learn an intention to avoid his initial preferences for five trials in
each block of six trials, during which the function of differentiation
was held constant. An error of intention in this kind of problem may
be defined as the choice of the initial preference on any of the re-
maining five trials in a block. However, this problem must be pre-
ceded in an OL stage by learning to differentiate the same stimuli
as a standard discrimination task in order to prevent the possible
confounding effect of difficulty of differentiation cf the stimuli dur-
ing the RL stage [75].

The technique of the classical stimulus generalization study is
the most useful way to analyze the mechanism of differentiation [39,
57, 197]. Barnett and Cantor [15] found no significant differences
in the stimulus generalization gradients for spatial stimuli between
normal children and retardates (IQ = 50). In view of the postulated
stochastic mode of operation of tile intrinsic system, the probabili-
ties of the classification of any given stimuli as same or different
should vary along the classical stimulus generalization gradient tor
normal ;ii c. retarded alike. The efficiency of learning to make a
differsatiation, however, depends upon the interactino effects of
level of c.'7,-)wth in neural str;ctrc. anea furFatic-n anri level -:-;f

th.r k . Z.1;Ef jl 3 5 sfirs tr:at iy rc stimulus
genera-1;23v 12 s qreater the higher the 1nm:11w:ex...E. leve! (awthcq
way of saying level of growth). This is 4.:onzi.e-ri.-±fm with the retild
growth in Ianguate function characteristic of retardaLes. Barnett,
Ellis, and Pryer [161 found that training retardates to attzch sensible
verbal symbols to the discriminative stimuli to mediate an imi.roved
delayed response resu'aed in the best perfcrmance for those with the
highest levels of mental age.
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An interesting methodology for analysis of the comparative effi-
ciency of learning to make differentiations of varying complexity by
groups of varying growth is the use of a concurrent series of dis-
criminations. In the concurrent series technique, each pair of a
series of different pairs of object-quality discrimination stimuli is
presented only once, until all pairs have been presented, and then
the pairs are repeated in exactly the same order. One series of dis-
criminations learned to criterion is followed by another similar series.
Learning set is measured by the amount of improvement in perform-
ance on succeeding series. Wischner and O'Donnell [229] compared
the performance of groups of normal and mildly retarded children on
this type of growth in function. Both groups achieved learning set
rapidly and efficiently, but the normals reached a higher level of ef-
ficiency. Analysis of the serial position effects showed a more pro-
nounced serial position effect for the retardates. Hence, with com-
plexity of task held constant, the serial position effect reflects
variations in growth, and conversely, with growth held constant by
groupings, the serial position effect reflects the complexity of the
tasks.

Mental retardation and normality are not discrete categories of
growth, artd more precise understanding of the characteristics of
reduced growth in neural structure and/or function as a phenomenon
of the whole range of intelligence, of which mental retardation by
definition happens to be the sector of most reduced growth, requires
better techniaues than continued gross comparisons of retardates and
normals. One example of a better technique is a statistically robust
study of large groups of retardates by Ellis [52]. He compared fifty
high mental me Ss (MA = 8; CA its 15 years) with forty low mental age
Ss (MA = 5; CA PS 13 lit years) on efficiency of performance on a
single series of ten successive object-quality discrimination prob-
lems. Each problem was leamed to a criterion of twenty successive
cect. responses. Analysis o f t critcr;Naz far the two grows
yielcieti an F-ratin simiacant at titc Thz
high MA gm:3p hieve signifif.antly
even thotigh both 7cups learned rapidly. Locking at the r$!$11'-: frtir
the point of vilew of rechtd growth in neural function, it is evidea
that significant growth in the function of differentiation takes place
in the interval between MA = 5 and MA 8 years. The funcUon .74
differentiation at MA = 5 years seems basically comparable to that
at MA = 8 years in every way ex--_,)pt level of efficiency.
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Another example of improved technique is a study of large groups
of subjects by Ellis and Sloan [55]. They tested one hundred thirty-
nine mentally retarded and forty normal children on a form-oddity
problem in discrimination to a criterion of twenty successive correct
responses or a total of two hundred trials. The mentally retarded
group was divided into four levels accoi ding to mental age (MA =
4.1, 6.1, 7.7, and 9.7). The two normal control groups had mean
chronological ages in the middle of the range of mental ages of the
retardates used for comparison (CA = 6.2 and 7.3). Two different
pairs of object-quality discrimination stimuli were employed to make
four possible combinations of four objects taken three at a time for
the form-oddity problem. The four possible combinations were pre-
sented randomly with the odd or unpaired object always hiding a
marble to designate a successful choice. No extrinsic rewards were
given for correct responses. They found a significant product-
moment correlation (r = 0.48) between the number of correct responses
and mental age in the retardates. The higher the MA level, the mc-e
efficient the learning of the retardates, both in terms of asymptote
and rate of approaching asymptote. The three highest MA groups of
retardates demonstrated typical negatively accelerated curves of
learning. However, learning by the west retarded group (MA =
4.1 years) was negligible. Differentiation of the odd (NOVEL) form
in a discrimination problem should be a relatively simple kind of
learning [150], but the lowest retarded group here affirmed the crucial
importance of those early years (MA < 4 years) of Growth of neural
structure and function_ It is clear that the interval from MA = 4. 1
to MA = 6. 1 is the period of t-ansition from the threshold of advanced
structure growth of t.L.e intrinsic systems to the typical form of inte-
grated functioning characteristic of higher levels of mental growth.
It would be very useful indeed to explore the course of growth in
this transition zA....rie with even Teater wecision f expvrIat,ntal
design.



IV. ROTATION DISCRIMINATION COMPLEX (RDC-1) AND

SIZE DISCRIMINATION SIMPLE (SDS-2)

Method

Thirty rr.,mitally retarded children (IQ = 41; MA = 5. 3 years)
enrolled in sLunmer classes for the trainable mentally retarded at
Southern Wisconsin Colony and Training School, Union Grove, Wis-
consin, were selected from an initially available forty-two children
(Appendix I). The thirty Ss who qualified by completing both of
the experiments ranged in chronological age from ten to sixteen
years (CA = 13-1/2 years) and satisfactorily bridged the transi-
tional zone between the threshold of advanced structural matura-
tion of the cortex and the achievement of integrated cortical control
by the intrinsic systems of the telencephalon, although at reduced
efficiency.

Two visual discrimination experiments were conducted in daily
tandem arrangement. The first problem, designated as rotation-
discrimination-complex (RDC-1), required the multiple-choice
matching of an odd block in a sample pattern of three wooden blocks.
Me second problem, designated as siz.e-discriminadon- simple
(SDS-2), required the multiple-choice fitung of a wooden ring dt. a
cenain designated place on a tapered post. rikree choims were
presented in a randomly v&ried way fc.I. each trial_ Correct re-
sponses were reimsowed with M & M candy in assorted colors, one
lirde NI & NI -.Andy given, and promptly consumed, per correct re-
sponse for an average total of about ten candies per daily testing.
The criterion of learning was set at five successive correct re-
sponses. The probability in a three-choice problem of making a
correct choice simply by chance on each trial was one out of three
(p = 0.333). Hence, the probability of making five successive cor-
rect responses by chance alone was about four out of a thousand
choices (p = 0.004).

In the first problem (RDC-1), the odd element in the three-
element pattern of identical wooden blocks consisted of the rota-
tional relationship of the middle block to the remaining pair. The
middle block in the pattern was rotated one hundred eighty dearees
out of phase with the pair. All the blocks were identical in size,
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shape, natural finish, texture, and a single orienting clue, viz.,
a pair of notches at one corner of each block. The blocks in both
the pattern and the choice array were partially recessed into fitted
wells in circular aluminum discs mounted in an orderly arrangement
on a platform. Each disc could be rotated and set at any desired
angle. The apparatus was fitted with a shield that could be lowered
into place to prevent the subject from seeing the expellmenter
change the choice array in accordance with two different random-
ized tables for alternate days of testing (Appendix II). The sample
pattern was arranged along the side of the apparatus farthest from
the subject and was never changed. Original plans for the experi-
ment had provided an elaborate series of patterns ranging from
major to minor variations in degree of rotation, but the first pattern
described above proved to be at a complex conceptual level of
learning for this expe:imental group.

There was an empty disc-tray at the right end of the pattern
to receive the choice of the subject. The three-choice array was
placed along the side of the apparatus nearest the subject, who
was instructed to pick up the block of his choice from the array
and place it correctly in the empty tray. Verbal instructions -Ind
one demonstration by the experimenter preceded each 'ien-trial
session. After each correct response, the experimenter placed the
candy rewd on th--_- z.T..-rm-i- -7.71 the cc4-rect Nell where the orienting
C:IF: Wa= bc-itee -e..t try tz-; Ciir li J attent-,;: -.-2r1 t."..--1 Fr:lervant. Cl.

Both experiments (RDC-1 and SD3-2) were continued in thirty-
trial stages until half of the experimental group (15 Ss) had achieved
the criterion of learning on the first experiment (RDC-1), the more
difficult one of the two for these Ss. This necessitated four stages,
making a total of one hundred twenty trials. The experiment wa5-
terminated after each subject had completed the necessary twelve
daily sessions on both experiments. By this time, all but one (29
out of 30 Ss) had achieved criterion on a series of at least two (and
in one case up to seventeen) variations of the second experiment
(SDS-2).

Fo7 the second experiment (SDS-2), one of the ring assemblies
with five rings used in a previous study [105] was modified for a
three-choice size discrimination. The initial presentation here
consisted of the bottom (#1), middle (#3), and top (#5) rings from
the first ring assembly set used in that earlier study. The three
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selected rings were randomly arranged in a straight-line, left-to-
right array across the front of the post to be fitted. Again, two
different randomized tables for alternate days of testing were used
to vary the array from trial to trial in such a manner that each pw3i-
tion would be positive no more than five times out of ten trials
nor more than three times in succession (Appendix III). The experi-
menter (E) designated the place on the post to be fitted, which
happened to be the bottom (#1) position in the initial variation
employed, by placing nis finger at the appropriate place on the
post and giving the following instruction: "Choose the ring that
fits right here." One demonstration by E on the first day of the
experiment for each subject was all that was necessary. After a
subject reached the criterion of learning on this first variation,
another variation was introduced without demonstration at the next
daily session. The second variation used was the top (#5) posi-
tion on the same post with the same three rings used for the first
presentation. Because the post tapered sharply from bottom to top,
the ring (#5) for the top position had a very small hole in it in
comparison with the ring (#1) for the bottom position. This size
discrimination task was considered to be very simple in the orig-
inal plans for the experiment. The fact remains that one subject
failed in one hundred twenty trials to learn the initial differentia-
tion .sf the bottom ring (f i) with the largest hold in it. Many sub-
jecIs thF- nrIrt-criterrIn gu fc-ir ex17-1cnIt PDC-1 kerrw-_-6 the
first ,ind F.. Di F.;-_-;-,:::17f.znt I-_-1)S-2 only 1011:

difficulty. See Ap?z.ndix hi 1-ar ail seventeen variatI,,:-.;i th3t ...ere
used in one case.

For purpases of scoring responses, the posidons in the three-
choice array were designated as right (R), middle (M), and left (L)
for both experiments. Detailed scoring was practiced to facilitate
statistical tests for position or distractor preferences. For exam-
ple, a wrong choice made at the LEFT position when the RIGHT po-
siti,-)n was positive was scored as L - R. A sample scoring proto-
col for a daily session with one subject is given in Appendix V.
The distractors for the first experiment (RDC-1) were randomly
programmed from six equally spaced angles of rotation away from
the correct position for making the match and were designated by
the number of degrees of rotation (Appendix II). The distractors for
the second experiment (SDS-2) were designated by the selected
ring position numbers in each of the five-ring assembly problems
borrowed from the earlier study (Appendix III).
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The two major objectives of these visual discrimination ex-
periments were to analyze the intrinsic system functions (1) of a
mentally retarded group whose growth in neural structure and/or
function by standardized measures centered on the transition zone
(MA = 4 - 6 years) between the threshold of advanced struciu.'al
maturation of the cortex (MA = 4 years) and the achievment of inte-
grated cortical control by the intrinsic systems of the telencephalon
(MA = 6 years), and (2) of upper and lower sub-groups within this
transitional group precisely divided by their achievement or non-
achievement of the criterion of learning on a relatively complex
task. Two basic types of visual discrimination (rotation vs. size)
at inherently different levels of task complexity were designed to
probe for contrasting performance characteristics of the separate
functions of differentiation and intention by the intrinsic systems.

An error of differentiation was defined as a wrong choice that
followed next after a wrong informing choice. Errors of differentia-
tion indicated the level of efficiency of search for relevant clues.
An error of intention was defined as a wrong choice that followed
next after a correct informing choice. Errors of intention indicated
the level of efficiency of use of relevant clues to guide behavior.
The null hypothesis was posed tot the following factors isoiated by
analysis: (1) initial posibon References, 1,21 flrial posAtion pref-
rzrences. (3) dIstractor preferences, (4) reliability of performance,
(5) task related differences in different.ation and intention, (6)
sub-group reLated diff?rences in differentiation and intendon, and
(7) task by sub-group interactions in differentiation and intention.

Results

The analysis of the data for irrelevant position and distractor
preferences was concenb-ated upon experiment RDC-1, which was
not successfully mgotiated by half of the subjects (Ss). When
the discrimination problem is made too difficult, Ss may be ex-
pected to resort to irrelevant and idiosyncratic preferences and
seemingly to ignore the relevant stimulus clues that E presents to
them [157]. Such an analysis for preferences was not considered
useful for the other experiment (SDS-2), since all but one of the
Ss successfully negotiated two or more variations of the problem.
In order to analyze the RDC-1 data for initial and final preferences
for position (L-M-R) in the choice array, the data were divided into
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initial and final halves of the experiment for a robust statistical
test. The first two stages of thirty trials each were combined for
the sixty-trial initial half; and similarly, the last two stages were
combined for the final half. The same plan of dividing the data
was used to analyze it for initial and final preferences for the six
distractors (rotations of 045°, 0900, 135°, 225°, 270°, and 315°).

At the outset, errors were tabulated for each subject in each
group (criterion vs. non-criterion) by position of the wrong choices
in the choice anay (AppendixVI). An analysis of variance was per-
formed separately on each array of data, i.e., each array of three
columns of the positions (nj = 3), by fifteen rows of subjects
(nk = 15). The error score (Ykj) placed in each of the cells
(N = 45) was the sum of errors made by a given subject at a given
choice position during the course of sixty trials. Since the data
consisted of sixty repeated measurements on the same two groups
of subjects, it was decided to use the appropriate F ratio for test-
ing the hypothesis of zero slope (null hypothesis) when the samples
are related. After appropriate derivation and development, ex-
plained by Lewis [132], the equation for testing the hypothesis of
zero slope when the samples are related is as follows:

E
k

n
k
yk2 (n. - 1)(n

k
- 1)

)

n. - 1 SS
3

It will be observed that the error term in this particular equation is
the interaction sum of squares (SSmd). This type of error term is
related to the differential effects of the experimental values of Xk
on the various individual subjects. Thus,

SS = E, EAY - M - M + M )2
Xxl x j k) k j y

We expect to find real differences amortg the row means and use
this method of correcting for them in teks of significance of the
experimental treatments.

The results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. The analysis
did not reveal any significant preferences for position in the choice
array during either the initial half of the experiment (vid. , Table 1)
nor during the final half (vid., Table 2) for either group of Ss. Po-
sition habits were readily observed by E in the daily test perform-
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Table 1

Summary of Initial Position Preferences

Source of Variation SS df ms F P

Criterion Group:

Between positions - bg 10.85 2 5.43 0.04*

Between individuals - bI 304.21 14 21.73 0.18**

Interaction - Xxl 3475.52 28 124.13

Total 3790.58 44

Non-Criterion Group:

Between positions - bg 102.19 2 51.10 1.18*

Between individuals - bI 81.88 14 5.85 0.13**

Interaction - Xxl 1216.51 28 43.45

Total 1400.58 44

* = When df = 2 and 28, p = . 05 requires F = 3.33.

** = When df = 14 and 28, p = . 05 requires F = 2.06.

Experiment RDC-1
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Table 2

Summary of Final Position Preferences

1Source of Variation SS df ms F

Criterion Group:

Between positions - bg 56.85 2 28.43 0.53

Between individuals - bI 637.22 14 45.52 0.85

Interaction - XxI 1498.51 28 53.52

Total 2192.58 44

Non-Criterion Group

Between positions bg 248.72 2 12k. 36 2.08

Between individuals - bI 122.27 14 8.73 0.15

Interaction - XxI 1673.99 28 59.79

Total 2044.98 44

P

* = When df = 2 and 28, p = . 05 requires F = 3.33.

** = When df = 14 and 28, p = . 05 requires F = 2.06.

Experiment RDC-1
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ances of several Ss in the non-criterion group, but there was
clearly no group bias for any particular position. The different
jndividual position habits of several of the Ss tended to counter-
balance themselves and to nullify any group effect. A careful in-
spection of the large magnitude of the interaction sum of squares
(SSxxi) in comparison with the total sum of squares in both initial
and final performances (vid., Tables 1 and 2) shows that the inter-
acting .-.ffects rife really the only important factor to be considered
for either group. The expected real differences among the row
means did not materialize in the error data (vid. Appendix VI).

Next, the error data were tabulated for each subject in each
group separately by the distractors involved in the wrong choices.
A similar analysis of variance was performed on each of these four
arrays of data, i. e. each array of six columns of distractors
(nj = 6) by fifteen rows of subjects (nk = 15) for each group by each
of the initial and final conditions. The results of this analysis
again showed a similar pattern of no significant variance between
distractors or between individuals. And again there were large
interacting effects of distractors by subjects in each of the initial
and final conditions and in each group Md., Tables 3 and 4).

The error data for the combined groups (nk = 30) by the experi-
mental stages of thirty trials each (nj = 4) were next subjected to
correlational analysis. The results are shown in Table 5. There
appeared to be very little or no mutual relationship between the
sets of errors of the combined groups made during the different
stages of the experiment. In other words, no general group factor
appeared in this combined error data array. Rather, the idiosyn-
cracies of the Ss in the way they made errors were indirectly affirmed
by this absence of a general relationship. Even the errors made by
the successful criterion group were highlv idiosyncratic, as was
shown by the large interaction mean square of the criterion group
previously discussed in Table 1.

Having found the error data to be dominated by the idiosyn-
cracies of the Ss, it seemed appropriate to determine the strength
of relationship, if any, between the sets of correct response data
for each stage of the experiment (RDC-1). A similar analysis by
the method of correlation was made of the cumulative raw scores
of all Ss in the combined groups for each of the four stages of the
experiment. The resulting matrix of correlations is shown in
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Table 3

Summary of Initial Response Deviation Patterns

Source of Variation SS df ms F P

Criterion Group:

Between positions bg 62.41 2 31.21 0.79 *

Between individuals bI 3724.73 14 266.06 6.77 <. 01

Interaction Xxl 1099.61 28 39.27

Total 4886.80 44

Non-Criterion Group:

Between positions bg 96.40 2 48.20 3.95 <. 05

Between individuals - bI 644.95 14 46.07 3.78 <. 01

Interaction XxI 341.45 28 12.19

Total 1082.80 44

- = When df = 2 and 28, p = . 05 requires F = 3.33.

Experiment RDC-1
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Table 4

Summary of Final Response Deviation Patterns

Source of Variation SS df ms F P

Criterion Group:

Between positions - bg 149.38 2 74.69 2.37 *

Between individuals bI 1049.75 14 74.98 2.38 <. 05

Interaction - Xxl 883.31 28 31.55

Total 2082.44 44

Non-Criterion Group

Between positions - bg 23.25 2 11.63 0.46 *

Between individuals - bI 1233.43 14 88.10 3.49 <. 01

Interac.ien Xxl 705.90 28 25.21

Total 1962.58 44

* = When df = 2 and 28, p = . 05 requires F = 3.33.

Experiment RDC-1
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Table 5

Intercorrelation Matrix of Errors by Experimental Stages

Stages A B C D

A .07 .23 -.12

B . 07 -.13 .22

C . 23 -.13 .11

D -.12 .22 .11

. 18 .16 .21 .21

Exnariment RDC-1
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a Table 6. There were low positive relationships among the four
stages. All the obtained values of r were significant at the . 05
level or better, but they were too small to account for any import-
ant per cent of the variance in the scores. Whatever the factor (or
factors) operating to produce the mutual positive relationships among
the four stages of performance, the effect of it was weak, probably
indicating that the non-criterion sub-group's scores were not con-
tributing to the strength of the relationships. The reliability of
performance of a group, half of whose members did not solve the
problem, would not be expected to be high.

An analytical attack upon the nature of the idiosyncracies in
the performance of these two groups of Ss separately was then
undertaken. The responses of each subject for each of the initial
and fiz al conditiens of performance were tabulated in the form of
frequencies of choice at each of the three positions in the choice
array. These frequency scores were then subtracted from the pro-
grammed frequencies of reinforcement (M & M candy reward) avail-
able at each of the three posiUons, and the positive or negative
deviations from the programmed pattern were used as the cell values
(Ykj) in each data array, i. e., three columns of choice positions
(nj = 3) by fifteen rows of subjects (nk = 15). The details of the
analysis are shown in AppendixVII. For purposes of analysis of
variance, using the formula for related samples discussed above
deviation signs were ignored and the phenomenon of deviation fre-

. quency per se was analyzed as a w3y of exam.ining the ishosyncra-
cies of Ss. It is readily apparent in the nature of data array in Ap-
pendix VII that the dlgebraic sum of each row is zero, and it is very
interesUng to note that the algebraic sum of most of the columns is
diminished in varying patterns by the canceling effects of the di-
verse cracies of the different Ss.

The results of this cnalysis of deviation frequency as a reveal-
g phenomenon in itself are summarized in Tables 7 and 8. Only

the non-criterion group evidenced any significant choice position

the non-criterion group would learn to match the probabilities of

effect, and this effect occurred only in the initial stages of the ex-
periment (vid. 7 Table 7). It would be expected that, in the absence
of learning to make the relevant differentiations among the stimuli,

reinforcement at the choice positions. Much research with animals
on schedules of reinforcement [201] indicates the feasibility of this
expectation. Tending to support this argument, their performance
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Table 6

Intercorrelation Matrix of Correct Responses by Experimental Stages

Stages A B C D

A

B

C

D

. 45

. 40

.30*

.45

.38

.31

.40

.38

.64

.304 -

.31

.64

1.15 1.14 1.42 1.25

* = With df = 29, p = .05 requires r = .302.

Experiment RDC-1



Table 7

Summary of Analysis of En-ors of Differentiation

Source of Variation SS df ms F P

Criterion Group:

Between stages - bg 252.18 3 84.06 5.28 <. 01

Between individuals - bI 596.60 14 42.61 2.68 <. 01

Interaction - XxI 668.07 42 15.90

Total 1516.85 59

Non-Criterion Group

Between stages - bg 32.20 A 10.76 0.71 *

Betwc,en indiyidtials - bl 407.10 14 29.08 1.91 **

Interactioi; Xxl 639.30 42 15.22

Total 1^78.60 59

* = When df = 3 and n4 p = .05 requires F = 2.83.

** = When df = 14 and 42, p z: . 05 requires F = 1.94.

Experiment RDC-1
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Table 8

Summary of Analysis of Errors of Intention

Source of Variation SS df ms F P

Criterion Group:

Between stages - bg 6.32 3 2.11 0.54 *

Retween individuals bI 186.50 14 13.32 3.40 <. 05

Interaction Md 164.43 42 3.91

Total 357.25 59

Non-Criterion Group:

Between stages - bg 12.93 3 4.31 1.55 *

Between individuals - bI 49.73 14 3.55 1.27 **

Interaction - Xxl 117.07 42 2.79

Total 179.73 59

* = When df = 3 and 42, p = . 05 requires F = 2.83.

** = When df = 14 and 42, p = . 05 requires F = 1.94.

Experiment RDC-1
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changed during the final stages to show practically no position ef-
fect at all in their deviation scores; thus they were achieving a
good group matching of the probabilities of reinforcement at each
position by the way they distributed their deviations.

However, the most important findings of this analysis were the
significant variances between individuals in both groups and in both
initial and final conditions of performance. High deviation row
means were an indication of radical departures from the programmed
frequencies of reinforcement. Such radical departures were reveal-
ingly characteristic of individuals with (1) a very rigid, unsystem-
atic search for relevant clues, or (2) a very rigid, perseverative
position habit without regard for clues. Such individuals were
found in both groups, but apparently an all-or-none sort of intrin-
sic function of differentiation of the relevant stimuli determined the
destiny of a given individual in the experiment. The high deviation
individual in the non-criterion group seemed to belong to the sec-
ond type of individual described above. On the other hand, the very
low deviation row means were indicative of good individual match-
ing of the programmed frequencies of reinforcement. These indi-
viduals either (1) learned to use relevanc clues successfully with
few resulting errors and close adherence to the program or (2)
learned to match the frequencies of reward at each position without
any differentiation of clues. Such individuals were also found in
both groups, but predominantly in the criterion group. The criterion
group showed a very marked reduction in variance between indi-
viduals, though still at a significant level, in the final conditions
of performance, reflecting their overall improvement in performance
by reduction of errors. The non-criterion group showed about the
same ratio of significant variance, at an even higher absolute level
of variance, between individuals in the final stages of performance
as compared with the initial stages, reflecting the absence of dif-
ferentiation of relevant clues. These unsuccessful individuals
showed increasingly diverse efficiency levels in trying to match
the programmed schedule of rewards at each position.

Finally, an analysis of the error data was undertaken to relate
this data to the learning function characteristics of the posterior
and frontal intrinsic sectors of the forebrain for both groups and for
both experiments (RDC-1 and SDS-2). The error data were separated
into two basic types for each experiment, viz. (1) an error of dif-
ferentiation of clues, i.e. , a wrong choice immediately following a
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wrong informing choice. The data arrays that were developed by
this procedure are shown in Appendix VIII and Appendix.IX.

An analysis of variance was performed separately for each data
array by the method previously described for related samples. The
main data derived from each analysis are also shown in Appendix VIII
and Appendix IX. The res lts of these analyses for both experiments
are grouped and summarized in Tables 7, 8, 9, and 10.

The results of the analyses with respect to significant variance
between individuals will be considered first in view of the previ-
uusly discussed idiosyncracies. Significant variance between
stages of the experiments, reflecting changes or growth in the func-
tions of differentiation and intention, will be considered last and
will constitute the most important outcome of these analyses. In
the first experiment (RDC-1), there were significant differences be-
tween individuals in the criterion group in both the functions of dif-
ferentiation and intention (Tables 7 and 8). In differentiation, hjgh
row means (high error condition) meant a difficult and very ineffi-
cient search for the positive clues. In intention, such high row
means mean a very inefficient integration of the outcomes of
previous responses with differentiations of clues to produce be,..4.er
intentions. There were no significant differences between indivi-
duals in the non-criterion group in either differentiation or intntion.
Both of these functions were characterized by a purely random pat-
tern of performance.

In the second experiment (SDS-2), there were again significant
differences between individuals in the criterion group in both differ-
entiation and intention (Tables 9 and 10. ) Individuals th,c made the
greatest numbers of errors of each type were very inefficient in
searching for clues and in integration of outcomes of responses for
more precise intentions. The non-criterion group failed to show
any significant differences between individuals in the function of
differentiation in the second experiment but did show significant
differences between individuals in intention (Tables 9 and 10). It
seems plausible that the members of this group were all about uni-
formly handicapped in ability to make differentiations though still
able to solve at least a few variations of the problem (size discrim-
ination). The members of this group were not, however, uniformly
handicapped in the function of intention and showed significant
variability between individuals in efficiency of use c,f outcomes of
previous responses.
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Table 9

Summary of Analysis of Erro'..-s of Differentiation

Source of Variation SS df ms F P

Criterion Group:

Between stages - bg 131.26 3 43.75 1.78 *

Between individuals bI 844.73 14 63.19 2.46 <. 05

Interaction - XxI 1030.99 42 24.55

Total 2006.98 59

Non-Criterion Group:

Between stages - bg 35.52 3 11.84 0.56 *

Between individuals - bI 477.43 14 34.10 1.62 **

Interaction - XxI 885.23 42 21.08

Total 1398.18 59

* = When df = 3 and 42, p = . 05 requires F = 2.83.

** = When df = 14 and 42, p = . 05 requires F = 1.94.

Experiment SDS-2
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Table 10

Summary of Analysis of Errors of Intention

Source of Variation SS df ms F P

Criterion Group:

Between stages - bg 47.81 3 15.94 2.59 *

Between individuals - bI 228.23 14 16.30 2.65 <. 01

Interaction - ku 258.69 42 6.16

Total 534.73 59

Non-Criterion Group:

Between stages - bg 4.72 3 1.57 0.33 *

Between individuals - bI 163.93 14 11.71 2.44 . 05

Interaction - XxI 201.53 42 4.80

Total 370.18 59

* = When df = 3 and 42, p = . 05 requires F = 2.83.

Experiment SDS-2
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Discussion

A few individuals in the criterion group manifested a rather
striking initial use of outcomes of previous responses but solved
the problem nonetheless surely than the others in that group. They
revealed to the experimenter that they had solved the problem by
first putting together a long succession of wrong responses that
indicated systematic use of negative feedback. Such a long suc-
cession could not be reasonably expected to occur by chance in
this three-choice problem. After a long period of non-reward
(candy),. they abruptly switched over to a succession of correct
responses and enjoyed the rewards. They appeared to cling to the
negative clues until they were quite sure they would not fail any
further when they switched to the positive clue. In a multiple-
choice design, the criterion of learning should be defined in terms
of a statistically improbable succession by chance alone of either
right or wrong responses. Some individuals may profit most from
such negative feedback at a critical stage in learning and may
be considered to have reached criterion by this route.

Growth in the functions of differentiation and intention dming
the course of the experiments would be expected to appear as a
significant main effect of variance between stages. The criterion
group demonstrated very significant growth in differentiation
(p = <. 01) across the four stages of the first experiment (RDC-1),
but the non-criterion group showed no such growth (Table 7). The
criterion group achieved the rotation pattern discrimination after
considerable training (120 trials); the non-criterion did not achieve
it. This criterion group's average Eental age of 5 years 6 months
proved barely edequate for the task. The non-criterion group with
an average mental age of 4 years 11 months failed to show any sig-
nificant trend. Apparently, the insight threshold for this type of
task lies above CA = 4-11 and perhaps very close to CA = 5-6 for
most mentally retarded groups of the trainable level.

On the second experiment (SDS-2), neither group showed any
significant growth in differentiation between stages (Table 9). The
absence of any further neural or functional integration on this type
of size discrimination task may be accounted for by the fact that
all but one subject readily solved not only the first variation of the
problem, but also at least one or more additional variations as
well. Significant gr3wth would not be expected where the neural
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functional integration and performance are ereaily asymptotic for
the group.

Any significant growth in the function of intention across ex-
perimental stages failed to occur in both experiments (Tables 8 and
10). A significant improvement in intention would not be expected
where growth in differentiation came too late in the experiment to
produce any gradual effect on improved integration of intention, as
seemed to be the case in the first experiment (RDC-1). However,
there was plenty of room across stages for gradual improvement in
intention in the second experiment (SDS-2) where successful differ-
entiation and woblem solution generally occurred early and where
the general level of efficiency of intention was not markedly better
than for the first experiment (Appendix I). Such gradual but sig-
nificant trend for improvement in intention, however, was absent
or certainly not significant. The level of efficiency in intention
was poor in both experiments, leaving plenty of room for improve-
ment (Appendix I).

In view of these findings, it seems most plausible to consider
that the frontal intrinsic sector for intention actually functioned
less adequately in both experiments for the criterion group than the
posterior intrinsic sector for differentiation, so much so that it was
not amenable to significant improvement. Neither sector would
yield to improvement in the non-criterion group. Reduced efficiency,
such as was manifested by this absence of significant improvement
during intensive training, may be accounted for either (1) by inade-
quate development of, or (2) by injury to, the frontal intrinsic sec-
tor of the telencephalon.

Summary

The present study explored the nature of a quasi-four-to-six-
year level of isocortical function in problem solving of retardates
in late childhood or early adolescence. The neurally eistinct func-
tions of the pobterior and frontal intrinsic systems in problem solv-
ing were examined in the behavior of two such groups of retardates
classified by success or failure on a relatively difficult problem.
The results showed that significant improvement in the function of
differentiation by the posterior intrinsic system was achieved by
training of retardates whose mental age on the average had reached
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the equivalent of about 5 112 years of normal ontogeny. The lower
group, averaging about 7 months less in mental age, were unable
to make any improvement and could not solve the problem after 120
trials. The attainment of the equjvalent o: about six years of nor-
mal growth in structure and function of the posterior intrinsic sys-
tem is a critical factor in making the differentiations required for
the more complex problems. On the other hand, on a very simple
problem for both groups no significant improvement in differentia-
tion was found.

The results also showed an absence of improvement in the
function of intention by the frontal intrinsic system for both groups.
The function of intention for both groups was very inefficient on
both problems and certainly left much to be desired. Rather than
speculate extensively on the absence of a significant result l'n this
area, it seems logically better to suggest a test of the pattern of
growth in function of the frontal intrinsic system in retardates of
successively higher levels of mental age with problems of suc-
cessively greater complexity.
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V. DISTANCE-DISCRIMINATION COMPLFX (DDC-3)

After extensive study of Normal children, Piaget postulated the
existence of five "stages" in the development of childrens' mental
operations: (1) Sensory-motor, (2) Pre-operatioral, (3) Intuitive
thought, (4) Concrete operations, and (5) Propcsitional, or formal
operations [168, 169].

In their study of the development of geometric concepts, in par-
ticular, Piaget and Inhelder [169] traced the development of the no-
tion of distance and its measurement. They found that preschool
children perceived two equal intervals as measuring the same dis-
tance only when the endpoints were in alignment. "The key feature
of all responses at these earlier levels is that children fail to con-
ceive of the-length of a journey as an interval between the point of
arrival and the point of departure but think of it only in terms of the
former."

In discussing the implications of Piaget's work for the teaching
of the mentally retarded, Wolinsky [230] suggested that perception,
too, is developmental and that experimentnion with the mentally
retarded should not be confined to presentation of structural material.
Mere should be an exploration of what the child sees and what he
does with the material. "Is the child's retardation a deficiency in
structure or is it an unsuccessful mastery of a part of a particular
developmental stage in cognition ?" [230]

In an attempt to investigate aspects of the structure of dis-
tance perception, boys and girls in special classes for the retarded
in the Madison, Wisconsin public schools were presented with a
distance matching task in which the positions of the endpoints of
ttie same interval were systemadcally varied. Two groups of chil-
dren, of "high" and "low" mental age were included.
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Method

Five boys and five girls participated in the "low" MA group, I,
(3, 0 - 5, 11) and five boys and five girls in the "high" MA group,
II, (6, 0 - 10, 11). The average I. Q. was 63, with a range of 53-
76, largely WISC IQ's obtained by a specialist. CA's in group I
ranged from 7-6 to 13-0 and those in group II from 11-7 to 16-4.
These children were chosen randomly from five classes in the same
school. School authorities had graded the classes by age and de-
velopment so it is not surprising that the children in group I all
came from two lower level classes and those in group II from three
higher level classes. In this school there were 51 boys and 22
girls, and the girls chosen almost exhausted the number available
in group I.

The apparatus consisted of one 30" x 30" plywood board,
painted white, in which holes were drilled to accomodate four
wooden dowels, 3/8" in diameter and 12" in length. The holes
were arranged so that the dowel-pairs could be presented in four
different ways as shown in figure 2. The dowels in each pair were
20" apart. For convenience the positions were called Displaced
(D), Angled (A), Perpendicular (P), and Front-Back (F).

A continuous piece of elastic was stretched between-the dowels
5" above the board. The elastic passed through the windshield and
back window of a small, plastic car about 1 1/8" in length so that
the car could be freely moved between the dowels but would hold
position when released. E moved his car a certain distance from a
position against a dowel (always from S's right or away from S), and
then S was instructed to move his car, also from an extreme posi-
tion, matching the distance covered by E's car. All testing was
done individually in an empty classroom of the school.

Each S received two to four practice trials at each position
with no correction for errors. Initial instructions were to "move
your car the same distance as my car. If I move my car just a little
hit, then you move your car just a little bit. If I move my car a
long way, then you move your car a long way." During the practice
trials, after S moved his car E would say, "Is it the same as mine ?"
or "Did I move mine a long (little) way ?" After S's reaction, E
would then say, "Did you move yours a long (little) way ?"
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Every S was then tested three times at each of the four posi-
tions, the order of presentation being randomized individually in
advance. E had trained himself to choose randomly a distance be-
tween 5" and 16", measured from the dowel to the front of the car,
and a subsequent check of distances actually chosen shows that
this procedure was followed. Distance was not manipulated since
a pilot study had indicated it was most likely not a significant fac-
tor. Only after S indicated satisfaction with his action did E
measure the distance to S's and E's car These measurements were
taken to the nearest 1/8" and recorded without comment to S. Few
Ss attempted to watch the measurement and fewer still could read
the numbers.

Results

The absolute value of the difference between E's and S's dis-
tances was used as a measure of error. The absolute value was
chosen since the position of E's car sometimes encouraged S to
overestimate and sometimes to underestimate the distance. These
errors were interpreted as an overall measure of the difficulty of
these tasks.

In addition to the difficulty measure, a measure termed "con-
sistency" was calculated from the three observations taken at each
position. This measure was the unbiased sample variance estimate,sj = Z(xi - x) 2 /(n - 1), where xi is the absolute differeace, i.e.
error. Clearly, s4 will be least when errors are either all large
or all small and greatest when some are large and some are small.
Also sc2 should behave as a variance and hence its logarithm
shculd be approximately normally distributed.

If S's considered only the endpoints of two distances then they
should have made consistent errors, at least at some positions,
e.g., D, A, and perhaps F. Misunderstood directions or coMplete
ignorance of the task, however, should result in inconsistent re-
sponses.

Analysis of the Absolute Values of the Errors

The curve of these absolute values appears unimodal and not
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excessively skewed so a preliminary analysis of variance was done
on the absolute values. The analysis assumed a mixed model, the
effects of position (P), age (mental age)(MA), and sex (S) taken as
fixed and individuals nested within sex-age combinations (I/s-a)
t. -ken as random. The analysis of variance summary is shown in
Ta).: 11 and appropriate means are presented in Table 12. No ad-
justnni, was made for lack of independence, which must be sus-
pected where repeated measures are taken on subjects, because it
was poss-ble to present the repeated measures in random order.
Box [211x-1C-es that in many such situations the nonindependence
among the er:r)rs takes a special form, all are equally correlated,
and that the us ial F-tests are still valid.

The position ni.!ans shown in Table 12 suggest that D and A
may both be more difi-r'ult than P and F, there being little differ-
ence between D and A z,nd between P and F. If RD, RA, pp and RF
are the population means corresponding to the above sample means,
then the contrast 4J = AID L FLA) - (pp + p.F) is nonzero if the
above hypothesis is correct. A Scheffg contrasting procedure [196]
yields the sample contrast 4 1- (MD + MA) - l(Mp + MF) = 1.313,
where the M's are sample mean,- from Table 12. The resulting 99%
confidence interval for 4, is o. 0. s < tp S. 2.541, indicating that
this comparison is likely the sourct of the significant P effect.
This finding proved to be very valuabit in interpreting the P x MA x
S interaction. The average response at aositions D and A can be
considered as one "difficult" task and ttic average at P and F as
one "easy" task. The cubical figure (Figui- 31 can then be con-
structed with dimensions difficulty, mental aze, and sex. The
numbers at the vertices are averages of pairs o: 'means from Table
12.

Thus, a compelling interpretation of the interacaon PxAxS
is that the lower mental age boys did significantly porer than girls
on the more difficult tasks (see the large value for male, lower
mental age, difficult).

Analysis of the Consistency Measures

The consistency measures were first transformed to common
logarithms and then subjected to an an: lysis of variance. The re-
sults are shown in Table 13.
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Table 11

Analysis of Variance of Absolute Values of Error Scores

Source df Mean Square F

Position 3 37.068 15.562*

Mental Age 1 25.026 2.657

Sex 1 12.950 1.375

Individuals/(S-MA)b 16 9.418 9.780*

PxMA 3 1.920 < 1

PxS 3 2.070 < 1

PxI(S-ma)a 48 1.382 2.474

SxMA 1 19.781 2.100

PxMAxS 3 27.439 11.519*

Replication sc 160 0.963

aError term for

bError term for

cError term for

P, PxMA, PxS, and PxMAxS.

MA, SI MAxS.

I(S-ma) and PxI(S-ma).

Experiment DDC-3
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Table 12

Means for the Position Effect and the PxkcS Interaction

Positions D A P F

2.744 2.251 1.253 1.117

Group I

Males 4.033 2.875 2.300 1.525

Females 1.925 1.853 1.125 1.675

Group II

Males 2.266 2.225 0.712 0.650

Females 2.750 2.050 0.875 0.617

Experiment DDC-3
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Table 13

Analysis of Variance of the Consistency Estimates of Each
Individuars Responses at Each Position

Source df Mean Square F

Positions 3 176.384 6.543**

Mental Age 1 558.989 10.318*

Sex 1 0.090 <1

Individuals/Sex-MAa 16 54.273

PxMA 3 98.262 3.645*

PxS 3 16.894 <1

Px1(s-ma)
b 48 26.957

MAxS 1 116.010 2.138

PxMAxS 3 127.675 4.736*
_

Note: The analysis was performed on the logarithms of the consist-
ency estimates.

aError term for MA, S, MAxS

bError term for P, PxS, and PxMAxS

*
Significant at the .001 level

..........
Significant at the . 01 level

Experiment DDC-3
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Note particularly the much greater role piayed by mental age
in this second analysis. Both MA and P x MA are shown to be non-
chance sources of variation in addition to P x MA x D as before.
Positions again are a strong source of variation. Since there is
now only one observation per cell, the I(s-ma) and P x I(s-ma)
have no proper error term and no inference about them is offered.

The means for groups I(-1.261) and LI(-6.548) (mean logarithms)
show group I to be significantly less consistent than group II. In
addition, the position means for groups I and II (see Table 14) show
that the difference is small at F and grows progressively greater
through A, P, and D. The consistency of group Il as contrasted
with group I at the position D is striking.

The consistency means at the four positions do not exhibit the
previously observed dichotomy of the mean errors. From Piaget's
observation about the importance of endpoints and from observation
of the children doing similar tasks during pretesting, it was pre-
dicted that the errors would be most consistent for the position F
and would differ progressively more through P then D then A, i.e.,
rip < 4 < tri < Ot . This assertion will be discussed in more de-
tail later, but suffice to say it is based on the tendency of some
S's to "line up" the two cars with reference to lines perpendicular
to the elastic bands. This was nearly impossible in the F position
(see Figure 2 ) because the problem board was placed in the middle
of a long classroom table.

The above argument can be phrased as a "linear hypothesis"
of ordered means as an alternative to the null hypothesis of equal
means. In terms of the logarithms of the consistency scores, let

2(rt. be the log consistency at the position F (front-back). The
hypotheses then take the following form:

110 02 = cr2 = crz = crz-16 PD A
H1 - crz < cr z < cr z < cr 2'F PD A

The hypothesis Ho can be tested against the class of linear alter-
natives, Hi, with the statistic L [162]. The ranks of the logs cf
the logs of the individual variance estimates are shown in Table15.
L is calculated by summing the observed ranks at each position,
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Table 14

Consistency Means for Positions and for the PxA
and PxAxS Interactions

Sources Mean

D A P F

Positions -4.927 -0.892 -2.221 -7.579

Group I

Males 2.244 4.255 3.992 -10.769

Females -1.749 -3.851 -0.827 -3.385

Combined 0.247 0.202 1.583 -7.977

Group II

Males -12.495 -4.579 -7.120 -6.867

Females -7.707 +0.609 -4.930 -9.295

Combined -10.101 -1.985 -6.025 -8.081

NoteThese are the means of the logarithms of the consistency

estimates. Positive logarithms indicate quantities greater

than one while large negative logarithms indicate positive

quantities near zero.

Experiment DDC-3
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Table 15

Individual Means Ranked Across Positions
to Test a Linear Hypothesis

Ss
D = 3

Predicted Ranks

A = 4 P = 2

Observed Ranks

F = 1

1 4 3 1 2
2 3 4 2 1

3 2 3 4 1

4 2 3 4 1

5 2 3 4 1

6 4 2 3 1

7 1 3 4 2

8 1 3 2 4
9 2 3 4 1

10 3 1 2 4
11 1 4 3 2

12 2 4 1 3

13 1 2 4 3

14 1 2 3 4
15 1 3 4 2

16 1 3 4 2

17 3 4 2 1

18 2 4 3 1

19 2 4 3 1

20 3 4 1 2

Experiment DDC-3



multiplying each sum by the predicted rank and adding the four
products. Here, L = 526, and (using Page's notation) m = 20,
n = 4, so that the observed value of L is significant at the . 05
level. [P(L > 522) = 0. 05, P(L > 531) = O. 01. ] Hence, the null
hypothesis can be rejected and support is given to the linear
hypothesis.

Interpretation of the P x MA x S interaction is more difficult
for these consistency estimates. The boys in group I, however,
showed a very different sort of response at position Fexceptional
consistency. These lower mental age boys showed the most vari-
able responses at D, A, and P and the most consistent responses
at F (Figure 4).

Discussion

Guided by Piagees observations, four positions were chosen
in an attempt to test various levels of the structure of distance per-
ception. The results showed that the tasks had different difficulty
levels, and that the order was in essential agreement with predic-
tions based on Piaget's studies.

The task F should be easiest, and in fact the smallest average
error occurred here. D should be most difficult with A and P some-
where intermediate. The largest mean error did occur at D, and it
was shown that D and A can be considered apart from P and F. The
same sort of miscalculation by Ss led to large errors on the tasks D
and A, however. Especially in D, Ss would align S's and E's car
with reference to a line perpendicular to the elastic bands. That
the reference was not to the edge of the board is clear since Ss
did not use the edge of the board in the task A, a strategy which
would have led to a correct placement. Repeatedly E observed S
carefully sighting along the cars, aligning them rather than equat-
ing distances. Task P did not allow this strategy, and insofar as
it was possible it led to a correct placement in F.

These findings seem to support Piaget's observation that chil-
dren who function at "preschool" levels perceive equal intervals
as measuring the same distance only where the endpoints are in
alignment. A possible conclusion is, therefore, that distance
perception is developmental, the development corresponding more
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to MA than to CA. There was a cognitive dimension to the task,
since the construct, same distance ("as far as"), was presented
verbally with only a few practice trials. Apparently, if the equal
distances were not perceived correctly, the children referred to a
simple space of parallels and perpendiculars, the reference lines
not being the walls or table but the lines (elastic bands) of the
task itself.

The complex relationship among position, mental age, and sex
was completely unexpected. If the poor performance of boys at the
lower levels on more difficult tasks is confirmed by other studies
it would argue for some special treatment (of M-Rs) during the early
years in school.

As noted before, the consistency studies are valuable chiefly
in delineating the role of increasing mental age. Whereas there is
no significant difference between the mean absolute errors of
groups I and II, group II was significantly more consistent. The
children in group II were older, and those who made large errors
tended to perseverate and rarely achieve a close match (see espe-
cially the consistency of group II at posftion D). The remainder
were essentially successful and rarely made large errors.

The prediction of mdximum inconsistency at position A may
seem strange, but the angled elastic bands were expected to con-
fuse the children. This was partially true, and the fact that some
children could do well at this task also increased the variability.
Task P offers little chance to be confused by the initial and termi-
nal points, and those children who seemed not to understand how
to match the distances in this case usually moved their car to the
center of their path (opposite the initial point of E's path). The
effect of this was to minimize error in a sense because E could
place his car only so far from the center, and random placements
were bound to make S correct some of the time. The observed
greater average consistency at position D leads to the conjecture
that Ss employed a more systematic approach in D, though some
approaches yielded larger errors.
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Twenty children in special public school classes for the men-
tally retarded were given verbal instructions to match distances set
by E in four different comparative situations (positions). Practice
was given only to acquaint them with the elements of the task.
Equal numbers of boys and girls were tested in low(MA 3, 0 - 5, 1 1)
and high MA (6, 0-1 0, 1 1) groups, three trials at each position.

Analysis of absolute errors showed that low MA boys did sig-
nificantly worse than girls at the more difficult positions, whereas
lower order comparisons showed only positions to be significantly
different.

The high MA group was more consistent in its responses, and
predictions about the consistencies at the four positions were con-
firmed.

It seems that perception of distance is maturational, the levels
of maturation being related to MA rather than CA, at least in the
present situation. Incorrect responses tended to be made with ref-
erence to a rigid, orderly space of parallels and perpendiculars.



VI. HYPOTHESIS-DISCRIMINATION-COMPLEX (HDC-4)

These experiments were designed to confront a subject with a
situation in which two equally valid hypotheses were available for
choice from the outset. Once a selection was made the experiment-
al situation was changed so that the chosen hypothesis broke down,
either gradually or abruptly, while the originally nonchosen hypoth-
esis continued to operate. Both original learning and sl/hsequent
modification of response, :f it occurred, were studied.

There have been a number c): studies in which simultaneously
operating hypotheses have been used at stages other than the first.-
An example of these is one by Bruner, Matter, and Papanek [26] in
which the simultaneously relevant cues were color and single alter-
nation. An important distinction between this study and the present
one relative to the use of the simultaneously relevant cues was,
however, that Bruner et al.'s subjects were taught the color cue
discrimination before the single alternation cue was introduced. A
second difference was removal of the color cue when the single
alternation cue alone became relevant. Bruner et al. were concerned
with the effects of different degrees of both motivation and learning
on the degree to which incidental cues were learned.

Iwahara and Sugimura [102, 214] held the stimulus setting con-
stant even though the relevant hypothesis changed; in one case,
from a size discrimination to a color discrimination, and, in the
other, from a position discrimination to a color discrimination. In
contrast to the present experiment and to Bruner et al. '5, at no time
were the two hypotheses simultaneously relevant. Also, in this
case, the experiment was a study of effect of different degrees of
learning of the first hypothesis on ability to exchange it for the
second.

In Luchin's water jar tests [135] there were also stages during
which two hypotheses were available to the subjects. But, again,
this was only after the subjects had first been taught one solution.

No studies in which two hypotheses were available to subjects
from the outset seem to have been made and none were found in
which the primary concern was to compare the relative effectiveness
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of d. eerent rates of failure of an earlier learned hypothesis as a
means -:f :Inducing change to a different hypothesis.

Method

Subjects in these experiments were sixty-five mental retard-
ates, most of w, -ni were classified as severely retarded, from the
Central Wisconsi. ';u1c,ny and Training School at Madison, Wis-
consin. They ranged iii :;thronological age from approximately four
years, eight months, to forty-two years, ten months; in mental age
from approximately onk year, two months, to twelve years, ten
months; and in I. Q. from eleven to sixty-nine. The ratio of males
to females was forty-eight to seventeen.

Before the experiments } .oper a number of patients, as well as
a number of children at a privately operated playschool, were ex-
posed to various forms of the procedure and combinations and
arrangements of the props for the purpose of standardizing proce-
dures and determining the kinds of reactions which might be expec-
ted under the various experimental conditions.

Apparatus

The apparatus used for gathering the data for this study was
quite simple. Subjects were confronted with three paper cups one
of which was predominately red, one predominately green, and the
third yellow in color. A cardboard box of suitable size, with one
side and flap cut away was used to screen the cups and the experi-
menter's arms, hands, and shoulders from the subject as the cups
were being prepared between trials. Another cardboard box, with
one side and all flaps cut away, was used to screen the subject
from other materials needed to conduct a series of trials. These
other materials consisted of a pencil, a clipboard on which the in-
strument outlining a series of trials for one sitting was placed, a
container of rewards, and the instruments needed for a period or
day of sittings. With the exception of two subjects for whom
raisins were employed, rewards were M & M's randomized as to
color.

The "Instruments" or data and checksheets, were 8-1/2" by
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11" size sheets of paper, each containing the information needed
to provide a program of trials and a record of the performance of
each subject for a given day.

The six types of instruments used in the study were (1) Teach-
ing Instruments, (2) Tests for Hypothesis Adopted, (3) Abrupt Fail-
ure InstrumentsI .1ways Middle to Always Green, (4) ALrupt Failure
InstrumentsAlways Green to Always Middle, (5) Gradual Failure
InstrumentsAlways Middle to Always Green, and (6) Gradual
Failure InstrumentsAlways Green to Always Middle. Samples of
each are included in Appendix X.

A subject could make a correct response each time by using
either the hypothesis Always Middle or Always Green. On the
Teaching Instruments this was accomplished by placement of the .

symbol for the green cup (typewritten capital letter "0") and the
symbol for the reward (typewritten "+") in the middle of the three
positions on each trial. Randomization was then used to determine
on which of the opposite sides of the symbol for the green cup the
symbols for the yellow and red cups (typewritten capital letter "U"
and typewritten "...." respectively) were to be placed on each trial.
Randomization of the placement of these symbols (as was the case
with randomization of certain aspects of the design of the other
instruments in this study) was accomplished by the use of a table
of random numbers. The number of trials for each instrument was
48.

The two hypotheses programmed into the Teaching Instrument
(Always Middle or Always Green) operated simultaneously through-
out the entire series of trials. Five such instruments with the pat-
tern of trials on each uniquely randomized were utilized. Choice
of either hypothesis enabled the subject to make a correct response
on each trial. The design of the Test for Hypothesis Adopted was
such that a single administration provided a reliable indication of
the hypothesis originally chosen. A criterion of ten consecutive
responses consistent with either hypothesis was used.

The Abrupt Failure Instruments Always Middle to Always Green
also consisted of a set of five so designed that use of the first
learned hypothesis (in this case Always Middle) resulted in imme-
diate total failure whereas the previously unlearned hypothesis con-
tinued to provide rewards at the 100 per cent level. Each instru-
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ment in the set differed from the others in that the order in which
the equal number of the four possible different individual trial ar-
rangements randomly appeared was according to a pattern unique
for that instrument.

The Abrupt FailureAlways Green to Always Middle Instruments
were, except for one feature, identical in design to the Abrupt Fail-
ure InstrumentsAlways Middle to Always Green. This likeness
between the two sets included the attribute of having the same
respective patterns of randomization. The single distinguishing
feature was provision so that the hypothesis Always Green was
never rewarded and the hypothesis Always Middle was rewarded
100 per cent of the time.

The Gradual Failure InstrumentsAlways Middle to Always Green
were programmed in such a way as to constitute a series of trials on
which the rate of exceptions to the originally learned hypothesis
accelerated from one in twelve trials to twelve exceptions for the
last twelve. Ordinal placement of the exceptions within each series
of twelve trials was randomized, as was which of the two possible
styles of exceptions that was employed in each case.

The Gradual Failure InstrumentsAlways Green to Always
Middle were identical to the instruments described immediately
above except that in this instance the failing hypothesis was Always
Green. (In the pilot study both gradual failure instruments were
programmed for a maximum of fifty per cent failure. )

Because of the peculiar nature of the gradual Failure Instru-
ments, and the fact that their structure made a criterion of ten con-
secutive correct responses inappropriate (particularly during the
early stages), this criterion was modified for these instruments.
Instead of simply ten consecutive correct responses, the require-
ment was established as ten or more consecutive responses with at
least two of these ten being trials where the correct response con-
stituted a departure from the first learned hypothesis.

Subjects were escorted between the wards and the experimental
room by the experimenter. After subjects had been brought to the
experimental room for the first time they were seated on a chair op-
posite the experimenter and steps were taken to determine their
reactions to the rewards. This was done by showing them a reward
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and then attempting to elicit, by whatever means seemed appro-
priate, some type of indication as to whether or not it was something
they found desirable. Only one subject was dropped because of
not liking either of the rewards.

The second step was to try to determine whether the subjects
could distinguish between the colored cups. Several different ways
of ascertaining this were used. First of all, if it seemed that the
subjects could use words they were asked to name the colors of the
different cups several times as each cup was indicated. If this
failed, an attempt was made to get tim to point to the cup which
was the same color as the one indicated by the experimenter.

As these steps were completed, the subjects were given a
brief oral explanation, ac-Jompanied by a very short demonstration,
of the procedural mechanics of the problem and of what they would
be expected to do. The 7 were then started on the first trial of the
Teaching Instrument.

These trials were presented by removing a corrugated box
screen from over the three cups. After the subject had responded
by looking under one of the cups (and acquiring the reward if it was
a correct response) the screen was replaced. The response was
then recorded on the instrument being used for that subject for that
day. With the screen still in place the experimenter then prepared
the cups for the next trial.

As trials progressed whatever oral and/or physical encourage-
ments or admonitions were necessary to help the subject catch on
to the proceedings were given (short of giving away the correct re-
sponse). These continued until a smoothly working, desirable rou-
tine was established. The subject was then given one Teaching
Instrument's worth of trials (forty-eight) each day until the criterion
of ten consecutive correct responsec was reached. Regardless of
the point in a day's trials at which the criterion was reached the
Test for Hypothesis Adopted was always given on that day.

Only two subjects failed to reach criterion within a cutoff
point of 480 trials on the first or Teaching Instrument Stage. A cut-
off point of 720 trials was used in the second stage of the experi-
ment because a pilot study had shown that none of the subjects
who changed from one hypothesis to the other needed more than
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623 trials to do so. (In the pilot study the cutoff point for the
second stage had been 1000 trials. )

The type of instrument used for a subject after the subject had
reached criterion on the Teaching Instrument, and on one of the
tests on the Test for Hypothesis Adopted, was dezermined by two
considerations. The first of these was which of the two hypotheses
the subject had used in reaching criterion on the Teaching Instru-
ment. For example, if the Test for Hypothesis Adopted indicated
that the hypothesis Always Green had been used, the type of instru-
ment employed next was one of the two designed to cause the sub-
ject to abandon this hypothesis and adopt Always Middle.

Since there were two tracks in this category (the abrupt and
gradual) which of these two was used was determined by assigning
subjects alternately to each track on the basis of the order in which
they reached criterion on the Teaching Instrument with the end result
of having the same number of subjects in each track.

If the Test for Hypothesis Adopted indicated the subject had
used the hypothesis Always Middle to reach criterion on the Teach-
ing Instrument the next type of instrument utilized was from one of
the two tracks designed to cause the subject to abandon this hy-
pothesis and to adopt Always Green. Which of the two tracks in
this category was used for a subject was determined on the same
basis as that employed in the other category; namely, the order in
which subjects reached criterion on the Teaching Instrument.

Adoption of the Always Middle hypothesis was checked on by
confronting the subject with more than three cups (five and seven)
to check on second from right, third from right, second from left,
third from left, and similar :lypotheses.

Results

For this group of mental retardates the hypotheses used in the
pilot and main study ranaed in difficulty from the easiest Always
Middle (position) through Always Green (color) to Alternately Right
and Left (two cups). The pilot study revealed that simple alterna-
tion was too difficult in both the learning and shifting stages for
these :ubjects so it was supplanted with the hypothesis Always
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Middle in the experiment proper. Actually most of the subjects in
the switching process after giving up the color hypothesis resorted
to consistently choosing a particular side regardless of the color
of the cup and the fact that rewards were uncovered only on every
other trial. This rather striking phenomenon, which has been com-
mented on previously, was in evidence in all our experiments
whenever the complex learning proved too difficult.

Of the sixty-five subjects used in this experiment, sixty-one
mastered the Teaching Instrument. Of these, fifty did so by use of
the Always Middle (or position) hypothesis and 11 did so by use of
the Always Green (color) hypothesis. (In the pilot study twenty-
seven subjects chose color and five a right-left alternation hypoth-
esis.)

Twenty-five of the fifty subjects who solved the Teaching
Instrument by use of the Always Middle (or position) hypothesis
were given the abrupt failure sequence in the second stage, and
twenty-five were given the gradual failure sequence. Of the
twenty-five subjects who experienced the abrupt failure sequence,
seventeen changed to the hypothesis Always Green, and eight
failed to make this change. Of the twenty-five subjects who ex-
perienced the abrupt failure sequence, seventeen changed to the
hypothesis Always Green, and eight failed to make this change.
Of the twerc y-five who had been given the gradual failure sequence
seventeen cnanged to the hypothesis Always Green and eight did
not make this change.

Six of the elven subjects who solved the Teaching Instrument
by use of the color hypothesis were given the abrupt failure se-
quence in the second stage, and five were given the gradual failure
sequence. Six of these subjects changed successfully to the Al-
ways Middle (or position) hypothesis.

Learning and shift scores were computed for all subjects and
were then subjected to both correlational and multivariate analysis.
In the multivariate analysis the symbolic basis vectors were High
CA vs. Low CA, Shift Abrupt vs. Gradual, Sex - Female vs. Male,
Age x Shift, Age x Sex, and Age x Shift x Sex for the variates
learning score and shift score (Tables 16 and 17).
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Table 16

Multivariate Tests of Equality of Mean Vectors for the D3pendent
Variates of Learning Score and Shift Score

(DF = 2 and 47)

Base Vector F-Ratio P Less Than

High C.A. vs. Low C.A. 15. 9383 0. 0001

Abrupt vs. Gradual Mode 0. 5396 0. 5866

Female vs. Male 1. 1266 0. 3328

Age x Shift 0. 0956 0. 9091

Age x Sex 1. 5267 0. 2267

Shift x Sex 1.4774 0. 2387

Age x Shift x Sex O. 7660 0. 47 06

Experiment HDC-4
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Table 17

F-Ratios for Indicated Factors and Variables Learn and Shift
DF = 1 and 48

Univariate F P Less Than

High C.A. vs. Low C.A.

Learn 0. 3739 0. 5438
Shift 32. 2274 0. 0001

Abrupt vs. Gradual Mode

Learn 0. 0322 0 8584
Shift 1. 1008 0. 2994

Female vs. Male

Learn 1. 4719 O. 2310
Shift O. 4104 0. 5248

Age x Shift

Learn 0. 03% 0. 8431
Shift 0. 1824 0.6713

Age x Sr-x

Learn 2. 4531 O. 1239
Shift 00.22% 0.6370

Shift x Sex

Learn 0. 0221 0. 8825
Shift 2. 9729 0. 0912

Age x Shift x Sex

Learn 0. 0108 O. 9176
Shift 1. 4357 0. 2368

Experiment HDC-4
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Correlations vere computed among the variables available for
each subject (MA, IQ, CP., abrupt and gradual modes, learning
scores and shift scores) for the total group, and for each of five
different diagnostic categories (Tables 18 and 19). The groupings
employed were based on the expanded medical classification of
the American Association on Mental Retardation [87]. Category I
included diseases and conditions due to infections, intoxication,
and trauma, II included inknown prenatal influences including
mongolism, III covered unknown prenatal influences excluding
mongolism, N Mongolism, and V included mental retardates whose
condition was diagnosed as due to uncertain (or presumed psycho-logic) causes with the functional reaction :11one manifest.

Means for characteristic phases of the study are shown in
Tables 20, 21 and 22.

With respect to age the multivariate test of equality of mean
vectors for the dependent variates of learning score and shift score
was F (2, 47) = 15.94, P less than . 0001. The univariate analysisof the age effect indicated that the two groups did not differ, F
(1, 48) = . 3739. However the shift scores for the effect was sig-
nificantly different F (1,48) = 32.2274, P less than . 0001.

When groups were matched for MA, IQ or CA by far the great-
est factor was age. MA F(1, 48) = 3.8954, IQ F(1,48) = 6.979,
and CA F(1,48) = 19. 002. In the learning phase of the experiment
neither mode of shift, sex, MA, IQ or CA were significant. In
shifting neither mode of shift, sex, nor MA were significant. IQ
played a role, but CA was significant at a probability level of less
than . J00.1.

The ccrrelations (Tables 18 and 19) also reveal the powerful
ovrffall effect of age and this age effect remains clearly in evidence
Wien young and old are compared on a basis of sex (Table 22).

Although the scores for the abrupt and gradual modes were not
significantly different for the overall group, the correlations for
Diagnostic groups II, III, and IV; and the total group were higher
for the abrupt than for the gradual mode (Table 19). Perhaps the
reason the age effect did not appear in Diagnostic Group V was that
it was composed of those frankly diagnosed as uncertain or un-
known as to etiology and this may have caused inadvertent inclusion
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Table 18

Correlation Matrix

MA IQ CA
Abr
Mode

Grad
Mode

Learn
Score

Shift
Score

MA

IQ

CA

Abr
Mode

Grad
Mode

Learn
Score

Shift
Score

.365

.366

.179

.259

.085

.238

.365

-. 542

-.479

-.465

-.108

-.437

.366

-.542

.756

.547

. 096

.635

.179

-.479

.756

.244

.259

-. 465

.547

.188

. 085

-.108

. 096

.244

.118

.182

.238

-.437

.635

.182

Experiment HDC-4
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Table 1 9

Correlations for Various Diagnostic Groups and
Total Group

Diagnostic Abrupt Gradual Learning Shift

Group Mode Mode Score Scom

I .766 .765 -. 050 .7 58

II . 951 . 463 . 242 .6 22

III . 966 . 228 . 237 . 576

IV . 994 . 56 5 . 373 .6 54

V . 583 .624 . 061 . 1 39

Total Group .7 56 . 547 . 0% .635

Experiment HDC-4
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Table 20

Learning Means for C.A.

High C.A.
40. 5

Female
Abrupt 14. 3

40. 1 Male
47. 1

Female
Gradual 19. 0

40. 9 Male
53. 1

Low C.A.
33. 9

Female
Abrupt 40. 5

32. 4 Male
31. 1

Female
Gradual 37. 0

35. 4 Male
34. 2

Experiinent HDC-4
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Table 21

Shift Means for C.A.

High G.A.
500. 3

Female
Abrupt 720. 0
483. 3 Male

418. 7

Female
Gradual 455. 6
517. 2 Male

551.6

Low C.A.
162. 5

Female
Abrupt 157. 0

117. 1 Male
110. 4

Female
Gradual 201. 0
207. 9 Male

213. 1

Experiment HDC-4
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Table 22

Learning and Shift Means for Mode and Sex

Learning Shift

Abrupt Mode 36.2 300.2

Gradual Mode 38.2 362.6

Female 27.6 372.4

Male 41.1 315.0

High C.A. Female

High C.A. Male

Low C.A. Female

Low C.A. Male

Abrupt Mode Female

Abrupt Mode Male

Gradual Mode Female

Gradual Mode Male

17.3

49.8

37.9

32.4

24.8

38.7

28.8

44.2

554.7

478.5

190.0

151.5

494.8

257.9

316.7

392.3

Experiment HDC-4
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of children with central nervous systems not so subject to the
foreshortening effect of retardation.

For those who shifted with difficulty the abrupt mode was the
better and in general the gradual mode seemed the better differen-
tiating condition. The theoretical advantages of the abrupt mode
seem better utilized by the lower CA subjects.

Discussion

The most significant finding of the study, derived from a cor-
relational and multivariate analysis of the data is the crystalizing
and handicapping effect of age. Whether the abrupt or the gradual
method of attempting shifting was used the younger individuals .

were more flexible. This marked effect was not discernible in the
simple learning phases, but was clearly revealed when shifting was
called for. Moreover, inflexibility or rigidity seems to set in at a
much earlier age in retardates than it does in normals or super-
normals. It seems clear that in mental retardates appropriate edu-
cation should be begun at an early age, especially as regards basic
thinking habits. This is in complete accord with the basic psycho-
neurological position set forth in the preliminary chapters and our
behavioral findings. Just as the language development of the deaf
must be dealt with at an early age if best results are to be achieved,
so must the education of the mental retardate be initiated at an
early age.

Present pra...d.ce of relying on Mental Age for starting purposes
seems clearly contraindicated. Early initiation of the educational
process for the mentally retarded is at least as important as it is
for the gifted though the curricular content would be quite different
Indeed postponement is much more apt to be harmful for those of
lower intelligence than it is for the bright. The hypothesis that
the early period of dendritic proliferation is lengthened or shortened
and the decline in RNA deposition hastened or postponed in accord-
ance with the degree of intelligence is an intriguing one well worth
further examination.
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Summary

Mental Retardates were confronted with an experimental situa-
ticn in which they nad an opportunity to choose either of two equally
valid hypotheses. Conditions were then changed so that the chosen
hypothesis ceased to work, either gradually or abruptly, in an effort
to bring at -it a switch to the originally nonchosen hypothesis which
continued to work.

Inability to shift, or difficulty n 'hitting, was strongly asso-
ciated with chron. logical age. This led to the recommendation that
the education of the mentally retarded be initiated at an early age
and be not so closely tied in with mental age.
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VII. GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This investigation employed a neuropsychological approach to
research on learning and problem solving in mental retardation.
After discussing neurological bases in some detail, simple and
complex learning and problem solving situations were employed in
a variety of experimental settings:

1. Rotation-Discrimination Complex (RDC-1)
2. Size-Discrimination Simple (SDS-2)
3. Distance-Discrimination Complex (DDC-3)
4. Hypothesis-Discrimination Complex (HDC-4)

In the RDC-1 and SDS-2 experiments upper and lower sub-
groups, within a transitional group with respect tc maturation of
the cortex, divided by their achievement or nonachievement on a
relatively complex task were subjected to two basic types of visual
discrimination at inherently different levels of task complexity to
probe for performance characteristics of the separate intrinsic
system& functions of differentiation and intention. The results
showed that significant improvement in the function of differentia-
tion by the posterior intrinsic system was achieved by training of
retardates whose mental age on the average had reached the equiv-
alent of about 5 - 1/2 years of normal ontogeny. The results are
in at-cord with the point of view that the equivalent of about six
years of normal growth in structure and function of the posterior
intrinsic system is required for making the differentiation required
for the more complex problems. Those averaging about 7 months
less in mental age were unable to solve the problem. Both groups
readily solved a very simple problem and no significant improve-
ment in differentiation occurred. The function of intention was
very inefficient on both problems for both aroups.

The Distance-Discrimination Complex (DDC-3) showed boys
doing significantly worse than girls at the more difficult positions,
whereas lower order comparisons showed only positions to be sig-
nificantly different. The high M.A. group was more consistent in
its responses, and predictions about -_iie consistencies at the four
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positions were confirmed. Perception of distance seems to be mat-
urational, the levels of maturation being related to M.A. rather than
C.A. Incorrect responses tended to be made with reference to a
rigid, orderly space of parallels and perpendiculars.

The Hypothesis-Discrimination Complex (HDC-4) experiments
confronted the subjects with an experimental situation in which they
had an opportunity to choose either of two equally valid hypotheses.
Once a choice was made conditions were changed so that the orig-
inally chosen hypothesis ceased to work, either gradually or
abruptly, in an effort to Iring about a switch to the originally non-
chosen hypothesis which had operated from the outset. Inability to
shift, or difficulty in shifting, was strongly associated with chron-
ological age, much more so than with any other variable.

The results of all simple and complex learning situations were
in accord with the theoretical considerations advanced as to basic
brain functioning. Mental retardates suffer from a double handicap.
The brain doesn't develop as extensively and such growth as ther
is occurs over a shorter period of time. Reduced growth is com-
pounded by the severely reduced neuro-physiological potential for
stimulation of growth of one neural component by the functioning of
interrelated neural components. This effect may go undetected if
only simple learning, or any learning that follows previously es-
tablished patterns, is studied.

The overall results led to the conclusion that the present prac-
tice of relying on M.A. for starting purposes seems clearly contra-
indicated. It was suggested that continued or protracted flexibility
is positively associated with the degree of intelligence. Early ini-
tiation of the educational process for the mentally retarded is
indicated at least as much as it is for the gifted though the curricu-
lar content would be quite different. Actually, early initiation of
the educational process for the mentally retard-7A is probably more
important than it is for those of higher intelligence because not only
does growth cease earlier, but flexibility is much shorter lived.
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APPENDIX Ia

CRITERION GROUP

No. &
Subject
Identification CA MA

Analysis of Errors

EXP. RDC-1 EXP. SDS-2
Dif. - Int. Dif. - Int.

101. AA. M 9-8 5-6 45 28 22 20
102.AB. F 13-1 5-5 46 21 27 23
103.AC. M 14-6 4-1 55 19 54 21
104.AE. M 14-6 5-6 37 27 31 20
105.AF. F 10-6 6-3 51 25 14 6

106.AG. M 12-3 5-10 47 30 19 10
107. AH. F 11-9 4-5 27 40 40 34
108. AI. M 11-1 9-1 13 7 1 8
109.AM. M 11-6 6-3 52 24 7 13
110.A0. M 15-5 5-4 48 27 24 20

111.AT. F 14-6 6-0 36 30 18 19
112. BA. F 14-4 4-8 66 24 31 14
113. BH. M 14-2 6-4 36 19 12 27
114. BL. M 14-6 4-4 40 31 53 19
115.80. F 13-7 3-11 58 23 39 32

M
.

13-0 5-6 43.8 25.0 26.1 19.1
SD 13.1 7.3 15.6 8.1
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APPENDIX Ib

NON-CRITERION GROUP

No. &
Subject
Identification CA MA

Analysis of Errors

EXP. RDC-1 EXP. SDS-2
Dif. - Int. Dif. - Int.

116. AJ. M 11-6 4-11 60 26 26 16
117.AK.M 13-10 4-4 41 30 45 27
118.AL. M 16-5 4-5 43 29 37 31
119. AN. M 13-8 5-6 70 21 9 14
120.AP. M 16-5 4-10 53 29 25 24

121. AQ. M 9-3 4-5 56 27 31 26
122.AR. M 15-1 5-1 43 31 23 27
1'2.3. AW. F 11-4 5-0 71 20 14 22
124.AX. M 14-5 5-1 45 29 29 22
125. AY. M 15-10 4-0 41 31 50 29

126. AZ. M 15-5 4-7 44 30 32 31
127. 13G. F 16-4 5-4 54 27 20 18
128. BM. M 10-0 5-0 59 24 22 21
129. BN. M 13-2 6-5 47 28 9 8
130. BP. F 13-4 5-1 35 34 25 31

A4 13-9 4-11 50.8 27.7 26.5 23.1
10.8 3.8 11.7 6.8
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APPENDIX II

ALTERNATE PROGRAMS FOR CHOICE ARRAY
Experiment RDC-1

Day One
Trial No. L

Position
M R

1 270° 135 *
2 1350 * 270'
3 0450 * 315'
4 045° * 225'
5 * 045° 225'
6 0450 * 135'
7 * 135° 270'
8 225° 270° *
9 090° * 045°

10 * 3 5' 0 0'
Day Two
Trial No. L

Position
M R

1 * 090' 270'
2 090a 225' *
3 315' 045' *
4 315' * 090'
5 090' 315' *

6 * 135' 045'
7 315' * 090'
8 315' 225' *
9 * 270' 045'

10 045' 225' *
* = location of correct choice.



APPENDIX III

ALTERNATE PROGRAMS FOR CHOICE ARRAY
Experiment SDS-2

Day One
Trial No. L

Position
M R

1 #3D+ #5D- *
2 #5D- * #3D+
3 #3D+ * #5D-
4 #5D- * #3D+
5 * #3D+ #5D-
6 #5D- * #3D+
7 * #3D+ #5D-
8 #3D+ #5D- *
9 #5D- * #3D+

10 * 5D-
Day Two
IthUlpi . L

Position
M R

1 * #5D- #3D+
2 #5D- #3D+ *
3 #3D+ #5D- *
4 #5D- * #3D+
5 I3D+ #5D- *

6 * #3D+ #51)-
7 #5D- * #3D+
8 #3D+ i 5D- *
9 * #3D+ #5D-

10 #3D+ #5D- *-

* = Location of correct choice.

#3 & #5 = Distractor ring number from a five-ring assembly used
for the first variation of the problem.

Generalized designation of the distractors for addi-
tional variations of the problem, i. e., considering only
the two distractors in any given array, + indicates the
larger, and - indicates the smaller, relevant size of
the two without regard to the correct choice.
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APPENDIX IV

SUCCESSIVE VARIATIONS IN SIZE DISCRIMINATION
Experiment SDS-2

Variations
(SDS-2)

Assembly
Problem** CR*

Ring No.
D- D+

1 I 1 5 3

2 I 5 3 1

3 II 1 5 3

4 II 5 3 1

5 III 1 5 3

6 III 5 3 1

7 IV 1 5 3

8 W 5 3 1

9 V 1 5 3

10 V 5 3 1

11 VI 1 5 3

12 VI 5 3 1

13 I 3 4 2

14 I 4 5 3

15 I 2 3 1

16 II 3 4 2

17 II .4 5 3

* = Ring Number of correct response.
** = Problem borrowed from previous study (Jensen, 1960).
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APPENDIX V

SAMPLE SCORING PROTOCOL
(Subj. 120.AP. M - Stage D - Day 10)

Trial Experiment
No. RDC-1 SDS-2

91 L - L L L

92 Tr L - R n L - R

93 n M - R R R

94 M - M M - M

95 n L - R n M - R

9 6 n R L L - L

97 n L - M M - M

98 n M - R R - R

99 L - L L - L

100 n M - R R - R*

n = A wrong choice.

* = The criterion was reached at this point on variation #2.
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APPENDIX VIa

INITIAL ERROR FREQUENCIES BY POSITION
Criterion Group - Exp. RDC-1

Subject
Identification L M R Ek Ykj

Position

101. AA. IvI. 14 13 6 33 363.00
102.AB. F 46 0 0 46 705.33
103. AC . M 17 17 11 45 675.00
104. AE . M 1 0 39 40 533.33
105.AF. F 15 10 15 40 533.33

106.AG. M 16 11 11 38 481.33
107. AH. F 3 33 1 38 481.33
108.AL M 6 5 4 15 75.00
109.AM. M 15 16 12 43 616.33
110.AO.M 5 15 18 38 481.33

111.AT.F 6 13 18 37 456.33
112. BA. F 23 18 8 49 800.33
113. BH. M 9 10 18 37 456.3S
114. BL. M 13 15 9 37 456.33
115. BO. F 12 17 13 42 588.00

EjYkj 201 193 183 577 7702.63

Mk 13.4 12.9 12.2

j

Ykj 2 4337 3381 3471

(EjYkj)2
2693.4 2483.3 2232.6

n
k
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APPENDIX VIb

INITIAL ERROR FREQUENCIES BY POSITION
Non-Criterion Group - Exp. RDC-1

Subject
Identification L

Position
M R E Yk ki

Mk Ykj)2

ni

116. AJ. M 13 12 19 44 645.33
117. AK. M 14 12 11 37 456.33
118.AL. M 15 18 10 43 616.33
119. AN. M 22 13 13 48 768.00
120.AP. M 4 20 15 39 507.00

121. AQ. M 19 12 11 42 588.00
122.AR. M 4 25 9 38 481.33
123. AW. F 9 16 19 44 645.33
124.AX. M 5 28 7 40 533.33
125. AY. M 24 4 6 34 385.33

126.AZ. M 7 16 12 35 408.33
127. BG. F 13 13 10 36 432.00
128. BM. M 18 13 11 42 588.00
129. BN. M 12 10 15 37 456.33
130. BP. F 15 15 4 34 385.33

Ej Ykj 194 227 172 593 7896.30

Mk

Ej Ykj
2

Mj Ykjf

12.9

3060

2509.1

15.1

3925

3435.3

11.5

2230

1972.3
nk
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APPENDIX VIc

FINAL ERROR FREQUENCIES BY POSITION
Criterion Group - Exp. RDC-1

Subject Position
Identification L M R EkYkj

MkYkje
nj

101. AA. M 17 11 12 40 533.33
102.AB. F 18 o 3 21 147.00
103. AC . M 12 8 a 28 261.33
104. AE. M 0 o 25 25 208.33
105.AF. F 18 4 14 36 432.00

106.AG. M 6 20 13 39 507.00
107. AH. F 11 8 11 30 300.00
108.AI. M 2 4 0 6 12.00
109.AM. M 15 12 7 34 385.33
110.AO. M 6 14 17 37 456.33

111.AT. F 5 20 4 29 280.33
112. BA. F 28 9 4 41 560.33
113. BH. M 1 o 2 3 3.00
114. BL. M 18 12 4 34 385.33
115. BO.F 14 16 9 39 507.00

171 138 133 442 4978.64
EjYkj

Mk
11.4 9.2 8.9

EjYkj
2 2833 1902 1799

(EjYkj)2
1949.4 1269.6 1179.3

nk
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APPENDIX VId

FINAL ERROR FREQUENCIES BY POSITION
Non-Criterion Group - Exp. RDC-1

(E Y )2Subject Position _Lid_EkYkjIdentification L M R nj

116.M. M 14 12 17 43 616. 33
117.AK.M 7 17 10 34 385. 33
118.n. M 7 17 5 29 280. 33
119. AN. M 14 16 13 43 616. 33
120.AP. M 15 19 9 43 616. 33

121. AQ. M 15 17 9 41 560. 33
122.AR. M 2 22 ' 2 36 432. 00
123. AW. F 5 26 18 49 800. 33
124.AX. M 10 15 9 34 385. 33
125. AY. M 0 1 37 38 481. 33

126.AX. M 17 9 12 38 481. 33
127. BG. F 13 23 9 45 675. 00
128. BM. M 10 19 11 40 533. 33
129. BN. M 18 9 11 38 481. 33
130. BP. F 3 14 18 35 408. 33

E Yj kj 150 236 200 586 7753. 29

Mk 10. 0 15.7 13.3

Z
jYkj

2 1960 4262 3454

(E.Y )2j kj
1500. 0 3713. 1 2666. 7nk
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APPENDIX VIIa

INITIAL DEVIATIONS OF RESPONSE FREQUENCIES BY POSITION
FROM PROGRAMMED FREQUENCIES OF CORRECT CHOICE LOCATION

Criterion Group - Exp. RDC-1

Subject
Identification L

Position
M R EkYkj

(E YLki)2

n.
l

101. AA. M + 8 - 3 - 5 16 85.33
102.AB. F +46 -25 -21 92 2821.33
103. AC. M + 6 + 3 - 9 18 108.00
104. AE. M -14 -25 +39 78 2028.00
105.AF. F + 2 - 3 + 1 6 12.00

106.AG. : + 8 - 5 - 3 16 85.33
107. kii. F -12 +33 -21 66 1452.00
108. AI. M + 2 0 - 2 4 5.33
109.AM. M 0 + 1 - 1 2 1.33
110.A0. M -11 - 2 +13 26 225.33

111.AT. F -12 + 2 +10 24 192.00
112. BA. F +10 + 2 -12 24 192.00
113. BH. M - 6 0 + 6 12 48.00
114. BL. M + 3 + 3 - 6 12 48.00
115.80. F 0 + 3 - 3 6 12.00

E
jYkj

140 110 152 402 7315.98

Mk 9.3 7.3 10.1

ZjYki2 3038 2422 3018

(EjYkje
1306.7 806.7 1540.3nk
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APPENDIX VIIb

FINAL DLVIATIONS OF RESPONSE FREQUENCIES BY POSITION FROM
PROGRAMMED FREQUENCIES OF CORRECT CHOICE LOCATION

Criterion Group - Exp. RDC-1

Subject
Identification L

Position
M R EkYkj

(E y V
1 k ki/

ni

101. AA. M + 2 + 2 - 4 8 21. 33
1 02.AB. F +15 0 -15 30 300. 00
103. AC. M + 2 + 4 - 6 12 48. 00
104. AE. M -25 0 +25 50 833. 33
105.AF. F + 2 + 1 - 3 6 12. 00

106.AG. M -1 0 +2 0 -1 0 40 533.33
107. AH. F - 2 + 8 - 6 16 85. 33
108.AI. M + 2 + 4 - 6 12 48. 00
109.AM. M + 5 + 1 - 6 12 48. 00
110.AD. M - 9 0 + 9 18 108. 00

111.AT.F - 9 +16 - 7 32 341. 33
112. BA. F +23 - 6 -17 46 705.33
113. BH. M - 1 0 + 1 2 1. 33
114. BL. M +11 + 1 -12 24 192. 00
115. BO. F 0 + 6 - 6 12 48. 00

E
jYkj

118 69 133 320 3325. 31

Mk 7. 9 4. 6 8. 9

Z
jYkj 2 1808 831 1719

(E Y )2111c
928.3 317.4 1179.3nk
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APPENDIX VIIc

INITIAL DEVIATIONS OF RESPONSE FREQUENCIES BY POSITION FROM
PROGRAMMED FREQUENCIES OF CORRECT CHOICE LOCATION

Non-Criterion Group - Exp. RDC-1

Subject
Identification L

Position
M R EkYkj

ir y %2
% kkl

nj

116.M. M + 6 - 8 + 2 16 85.33
117. AK. M + 2 - 3 + 1 6 12.00
118.AL. M + 3 - 1 - 2 6 12.00
119. AN. M + 9 - 6 - 3 18 108.00
120.AP. M -10 + 8 + 2 20 133.33

121. AQ. M + 7 - 6 - 1 14 65.33
122.AR. M -13 +18 - 5 36 432.00
123. AW. F - 8 + 6 + 2 16 85.33
124.AX. M -11 +21 -10 42 588.33
125. AY. M +20 -12 - 8 40 533.33

126.AZ. M - 7 + 7 0 14 65.33
127. BG. F + 2 + 3 - 5 10 33.33
128. BM. M + 5 0 - 5 10 33.33
129. BN. M - 1 - 4 + 5 10 33.33
130. BP. F + 7 + 5 -12 24 192.00

E
jYkj

111 108 63 282 2412.15

Mk 7.4 7.2 4.2

2

j kj 1161 1254 435

IE y 12
821.4 777.6 264.6

nk
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ApprNmx 1,ITT.4

FINAL DEVIATIONS OF RESPONSE FREQUENCIES BY POSITION FROM
PROGRAMMED FREQUENCIES OF CORRECT CHOICE LOCATION

Non-Criterion Group - rxp. RDC-1

Subject
Identific,Igon L

Position
M R EkYkj

(E
k

Ykj )2

n.
l

116.M. M ... 5 + 7 - 2 14 65.33
117.AK. M 9 +17 - 8 34 385.33
118.AL. M - 4 +14 -10 28 261.33
119.AN. M + 1 + 1 - 2 4 5.33
120.AP. M + 2 + 6 - 8 16 85.33

121.AQ. M + 1 + 5 - 6 12 48.00
122.AR. M -15 +16 - 1 32 341.33
123.AW. F -13 +12 + 1 26 225.33
124.AX. M - 2 + 5 - 3 10 33.33
125. AY. M -18 -18 +36 72 1728.00

126.AZ. M + 8 - 6 - 2 16 85.33
127. BG. F + 1 + 8 - 9 18 108.00
128. BM. M 0 + 5 - 5 10 33.33
129. BN. M + 8 - 1 - 7 16 85.33
130. BP. F -12 + 4 + 8 24 192.00

E
jYkj

99 125 108 332 3682.85

Mk 6.6 8.3 7.2

Z
j
Y

kj
2 1123 1487 1802

(EYkj)2
j 653.4 1041.7 777.6
nk
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APPENDIX VIIIa

. ANALYSIS OF ERRORS IN DIFFERENTIATION
Criterion Group - Exp. RDC-1

Subject Trial Blocks (Stages) (rirYt. )2
A B C

101. AA. M 15 4 13
102.AB. F 18 16 12
103.AC. M 17 18 6
104. AE. M 15 10 6
105.AF. F 16 13 7

106.AG. M 11 15 12
107. AH. F 0 15 7
108. AI. M 4 4 2
109.AM. M 14 17 12
110. AO. M 14 13 11

111.AT. F 12 10 4
112. BA. F 20 22 14
113. BH. M 12 12 0
114. BL. M 8 14 10
115. BO.F 15 15 11

191 198 127

I.. 'L.. LINIL

D k kj nj

13 45 506. 25
0 46 529. 00

14 55 756. 25
6 37 342. 25

15 51 650. 25

9 47 552. 25
5 27 182. 25
3 13 42. 25
9 52 676. 00

10 48 576. 00

10 36 324
10 66 1089. 00
12 36 324. 00

8 40 400. 00
17 58 841. 00

141 657 7790. 75

Mk

E.Y .2j kj
(E

j
Y

kj
)2

12.7

2825

2432.1

13.2

2938

2613.6

8.5

1329

1075.3

9.4

1619

1325.4nk
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APPENDIX VIIIb

ANALYSIS OF ERRORS IN DIFFERENTIATION
Non-Criterion Group - Exp. RDC-1

Subject Trial Blocks (Stages)
A B C D

EkYkj ni

116. AJ. M 20 11 10
117. AK. M 9 16 9
118.AL. M 21 14 5
119. AN. M 22 17 17
120.AP. M 11 12 14

121. AQ. M 11 18 16
122.AR. M 8 15 9
123. AW. F 15 20 15
124.AX. M 11 13 10
125. AY. M 13 6 12

126.AZ. M 12 8 13
127. BG.F 9 12 20
128. BM. M 18 14 14
129. BN. M 12 12 14
130. BP. F 11 7 13

E
j
Y

kJ
203 195 191

19 60 900. 00
7 41 420. 25
3 43 462. 25

14 70 1225. 00
16 53 701. 50

11 56 784. 00
11 43 462. 25
21 71 1260. 25
11 45 506. 25
10 41 420. 25

11 44 484. 00
13 54 729. 00
13 59 870. 25

9 47 552. 25
4 35 306. 25

173 762 10084. 50

Mk 13.5 13.0 12.7 11.5

E
j
Y

kj2 3041 2677 2627 2331

(Ejykj)2
2747.3 2535.0 2432.1 1995.3nk
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APPENDLX VIIIc

ANALYSIS OF ERRORS OF INTENTION
Criterion Group - Exp. RDC-1

Subject
A

Trial Blocks (Stages)

B C D
EkYkj

(E
k

Yk
1)2

nj

101. AA. M 7 7 7 7 28 196. 00
102.AB. F 6 6 7 2 21 110. 25
103. AC. M 6 5 6 2 19 90. 25
104. AE. M 6 8 6 7 27 182. 25
105.AF. F 4 7 8 6 25 156. 25

106.AG. M 6 6 8 10 30 225. 00
107. AH. F 15 7 10 8 40 400. 00
108.AI. M 1 5 1 0 7 12.25
109.AM. M 6 5 6 7 24 144. 00
110. AO. M 6 5 8 8 27 182. 25

111.AT. F 7 8 10 5 30 225. 00
112. BA. F 4 3 7 10 24 144. 00
113. BH. M 6 7 3 3 19 90. 25
114. BL. M 9 6 8 8 31 240. 25
115. BO. F 6 6 6 5 23 132. 25

EjYkj 95 91 101 88 375 2520.25

Mk 6. 3 6. 1 6. 7 5. 9

Ej
17kj

2 725 577 757 642

(Ejykj )2
601. 7 552. 1 680. 1 516. 3nk
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APPENDIX VIIId

ANALYSIS OF ERRORS IN INTENTION
Non-Criterion Group - Exp. RDC-1

Subject
Trial Blocks (Stages)

A B C D k kj

(Ely )2
111. th.
ni

116.AJ. M 4 9 8 5 26 169. 00
117. AK. M 6 6 9 9 30 225. 00
118.AL. M 3 5 11 10 29 210. 25
119. AN. M 3 6 6 6 21 110. 25
120.AP. M 8 8 6 7 29 210. 25

121. AQ. M 8 5 6 8 27 182. 25
122.AR. M 8 7 8 8 31 240. 25
123. AW. F 5 4 7 4 20 100. 00
124.AX. M 9 7 8 5 29 210. 25
125. AY. M 6 9 8 8 31 240. 25

126.AZ. M 7 9 7 7 30 225. 00
127. BG. F 8 7 5 7 27 182. 25
128. BM. M 4 6 7 7 24 144. 00
129. BN. M 6 7 6 9 28 196. 00
130. BP. F 8 8 8 10 34 289. 00

E
j
Y

kJ
93 103 110 110 416 2934. 00

Mk 6.2 6.9 7.3 7.3

y 2
j kj

(E Y )2J kj

633

576.6

741

707.3

838

806.7

852

806,, 7nk
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APPENDIX IXa

ANALYSIS OF ERRORS IN DIFFERENTIATION
Criterion Group - Exp. SDS-2

Subject

101. AA. M
102.AB. F
103. AC. M
104. AE. M
105.AF. F

106.AG. M
107. AH. F
108. AI. M
109.AM. M
110. AO. M

111.AT.F
112. BA. F
113. BH. M
114. BL. M
115.BO.F

E
j
Ykj

Mk

EjYkj 2

(E Y )2
i_ki_
nk

16.

A
Trial Blocks (Stages)BCD E

k
Ykj

)2(EkYkj

ni

14 6 2 0 22 121. 00
10 12 5 0 27 182. 25
10 7 24 13 54 729. 00
12 13 5 0 30 225. 00

9 4 1 0 14 49. 00

9 6 3 1 19 90. 25
3 11 13 13 40 400. 00
1 0 0 0 1 O. 25
5 0 0 2 7 12. 25

12 1 8 3 24 144. 00

12 0 3 3 18 81. 00
2 2 15 12 31 240. 25
7 5 0 0 12 36. 00
9 7 24 13 53 702.25

10 12 9 8 39 380. 25

125 86 112 68 391 3392. 75

8. 4 5. 7 7. 5 4. 5

1259 794 1764 738

1041. 7 493. 1 836. 3 308. 3
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APPENDIX IXb

ANALYSIS OF ERRORS IN DIFFERENTIATION
Non-Criterion Group - Exp. SDS-2

Subject Trial Blocks (Stages)
A B C D EkYkj

116. AJ. M 12 4 0 10 26
117. AK. M 4 18 11 12 45
118.AL. M 6 6 14 11 37
119. AN. M 5 1 3 0 9
120.AP. M 15 1 6 3 25

121. AQ. M 6 18 6 1 31
122.AR. M 6 2 10 5 23
123. AW. F 2 3 1 8 14
124.AX. M 10 3 7 9 29
125. AY. M 10 18 13 9 50

126.AZ. M 10 12 4 6 32
127. BG. F 2 5 1 12 20
128. BM. M 6 7 8 1 22
129. BN. M 7 1 1 0 9
130. BP. F 13 8 2 2 25

E
jYkj

114 107 87 89 397

Mk 7.6 7.1 5.8 5.9

ZjYkj2 1080 1331 803 811

(E )2

L61..._ 866.4 763.3 504.6 528.1nk
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169.00
506.25
342.25
20.25

156.25

240.25
132.25
49.00

210.25
625.00

256.00
100.00
121.00
20.25

156.25

3104.25



APPENDIX IXc

ANALYSIS OF ERRORS IN INTENTION
Criterion Group - Exp. SDS-2

Subject
A

101.M. M 8
102.AB. r 8
103. AC. M 7
104. AE. M 7
105.AF. F 3

106.AG. M 5
107.AH.F 11.
108. AI. M 2
109.AM. M 5
110.A0. M 3

111.AT. F 4
112. BA. F 3
113. BH. M 8
114. BL. M 8
115.130.F 7

EjYkj 89

Mk

z y 2 621

(E Y )2

nk

iz y 12
Trial Blocks (Stages)

B C D
EkYkj

n,
l

9 2 1 20 100. 00
8 7 o 23 132. 25
9 2 3 21 110.25
5 6 2 20 100. 00
o 3 o 6 9. 00

,.,

3 1 1 10 25. 00
10 8 5 34 289. 00
2 4 o 8 16. 00
4 2 2 13 42.25
4 4 9 20 100. 00

5 2 8 19 90. 25
1 2 8 14 49. 00
8 3 8 27 182. 25
3 3 5 19 90. 25
9 9 7 32 256. 00

80 58 59 286 1591. 50

576 310 391

528.1 426.7 224.3 232.1
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APPENDIX IXd

ANALYSIS OF ERRORS IN INTENTION
Non-Criterion Group - Exp. SDS-2

Subject Trial Blocks (Stages) (El____;32A BCD E
kYkj ni

116.AJ. M 7 3 2 4 16 64. 00
117.AK. M 8 6 7 6 27 182. 25
118.AL. M 8 10 7 6 31 240. 25
119, AN. M 1 3 7 3 14 49. 00
120.AP. M 6 6 6 6 24 144. 00

121. AQ. M 5 5 8 8 26 169. 00
122.AR. M 9 6 5 7 27 182. 25
123. AW. F 7 4 5 6 22 121. 00
124.AX. M 8 8 6 0 22 121. 00
125. AY. M 7 5 7 10 29 210. 25

126.AZ. M 8 8 9 6 31 240. 25
127. BG. F 6 3 1 8 18 81. 00
128. BM. M 3 7 9 2 21 110. 25
129. BN. M 4 2 2 0 8 16. 00
130. BP. F 6 8 7 10 31 240. 25

E .Yj kJ 93 84 88 82 347 2170. 75

Mk 6.2 5. 6 5. 9 5. 5

Ej Ykj 2 643 546 602 586

(Ej Ykj )2
576.6 470. 4 516.3 448.3nk
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r TEACHING INSTRUMENT

APPENDIX Xa

1. f U
2. U f
3. f U
4. f U
5. U f
6. f U
7. U f
8. U f
9. 0 U

10. f U
11. U f
12. U f
13. U f
14. U f
15. U f
16. f U

1111

17. U f
18. f U
19. U 0
20. U f
21. 0 U
22. U f
23. f U
24. f U
25. f U
26. U f .
27. U f
28. U f
29. U f
30. f U
31. U f
32.

33. _ f U
34. f U
35. f U
36. U f
37. U f
38. U f
39. U f
40. U f
41. 0 U
42. f U
43. U f
44. 0 U
45. f U
46. f U
47. 0 U
48. 0 U

0 Green
Red

U Yellow

+ Reward



0

APPENDIX Xb

TEST FOR HYPOTHESIS ADOPTED

1. 0 + U
2. 0 V _
3. V 0
4. 4) w

5. U + 0
6. 0 V
7. U + 0
8. U + 0
9.

10.

11.

0

0

+

V

+

U

0

U

12. n 0
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APPENDIX Xc

ABRUPT FAILURE INSTRUMENT #1
Always Green to Always Middle

_ 17. 0 V _ 33. 0 V
2. V 0 18. 0 + U 34. U ± 0
3. V 0 19. U + 0 35. U + 0
4. 0 ± U 20. V 0 36. 0 ± U
5. V U 21. 0 V 37. V 0
6. 0 + U 22. V 0 38. 0 + U
7. U + 0 23. 0 V 39. V 0
8. 0 + U 24. U + 0 40. 0 V
9. U + 0 25. U + 0 41. 0 V

10. V 0 26. 0 + U 42. V 0
11. 0 + U 27. 0 + U 43. 0 ± U
12. U + 0 28. U + 0 44. 0 V
13. V 0 29. 0 + U 45. V 0
14. 0 + U 30. 0 V 46. 0 V
15. if 0 31. U + 0 47. 0 V
16. U + 0 32. U ± 0 tt8. 0 V

0 Green U Yellow

Red + Reward
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1. 0 V 17. 0 W

GRADUAL FAILURE INSTRUMENT #2
Always Green to Always Middle

Exceptions 5/12 to 8/12

APPENDIX Xd

33. f U
....,

34. 0 + U
35. U + 0
36. U

37. U

38. 0 + U
39. U + 0
40. V 0
41. 0 V
42. f U
43. U + 0
44. V 0
45. 0 U
46. 0 U
47. U + 0
48. V 0

2. 0 + U
3. f U
4. V 0

, 5. U f1,

6. U

18. 0 ± U
19. U ± 0
20. U f
21. U
22. 0 U

7. 0 U 23. U f
8. U 0 24. U V 0

9. 0 V 25. 0 V

10. 0 + U 26. 0 + U
11. 0 U 27. U + 0

12. f U 28. V 0

13. U 0 29. 0 V
14. 0 + U 30. U 0

15. U 0 31. U 0 _.
16. V 0 32. U 0

t--

0 Green

Red

U Yellow

+ Reward
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APPENDIX Xe

ABRUPT FAILURE INSTRUMENT #1
Always Middle to Always Green

1. 0 U
2. U 0
3. U 0
4. 4 U

5. U 0
6. 0 U

7. U 0

8. 0 U

9. U 0

10. U f
11. 0 U

12. U 0

13. U f
14. 0 U

15. U 0
16. U 0

17. 0 U
18. 0 U

19. U 0

20. U f
21. f U
22. U f
23. f U
24. U 0

25. U 0

26. 0 U

27. 0 U

28. U 0

29. 0 U

30. f U
31. U 0

32: U 0-

33. 0 U
AIN=

34. U 4.11

35. U f
36. 0 LT

37. U f

38. 0 U

39. U f
40. f U
41. f U
42. U f
43. 0 U

44. 0 U
45. U f
46. f U
47. 0 U
48. 0 U

0 Green
Red

U Yellow

+ Reward



APPENDIX Xf

GRADUAL FAILURE INSTRUMENT #3
Always Middle to Always Green

Exceptions 9/12 to 12/12

2. 4) U_
3. U _ 4)

4. U i_
5. 0 U _
6. U 4)

7. U 4) _
8. U i
9. U

10. 4) U

11. U
12. U
13. U

14. U

15. U 4)

16. U f

17. . U
18. 4) U

19. U 4)

20. 4)U

21. f U
22. U

23. U 4)

24. I s
25. U

26. U

27. U 4)

28. U

29. U

30. 4) U

31. U.

32. U i

33. U

34. 4) U

35. U I)

36. U i
37. 4) U

38. U

39. U 4)

40. U

41. U

42. 1 U

43. U
44. U 0
45. U

46. U

47. U 0

48. U i

0 Green U Yellow

Red + Reward
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